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INTRODUCTION
Recent shortages in the supply of clean energy, coupled with increasing costs
of fuel, have forced the nation to reassess all forms of energy, including wind
power, to determine their practicality. The national wind energy program,
which originated at the National Science Foundation and is now directed by the
Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), includes research and
development on the many applications and concepts of wind-energy systems.
As part of this program, the NASA Lewis Research Center was assigned the project
responsibility of designing and constructing a wind turbine generator large
enough to assess the technological requirements and engineering problems of large
wind turbine generators. The 100-kW wind turbine was assembled, for the purpose
of assessment, at the NASA-Lewis Plum Brook Station in Sandusky, Ohio. While the
design and assembly of the wind turbine was conducted by NASA-Lewis, the detail
design, analyses, fabrication, and test of three identical 60-foot-long metal
blades were performed by the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation under NASA contract
NAS 3-19235.
This report presents Lockheed's results of the blade loads analysis and contains
the detailed stress analysis used to support the structural design. A preliminary
investigation of wind shear and wind blockage due to the tower structure indicates
that blade cyclic loads could be greater than the cyclic loads used in this anal-
ysis. For the blade loads used for this analysis, the metal blade can carry,
without material yield, infrequent peak loads encountered during rapid changes in
blade pitch angle at the rotor operating speed. The metal blade can also with-
stand an infinite number of cyclic loads during normal operation, as shown by this
analysis. Recommendations for monitoring blade loads during operation are also
specified.
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2. S.M. - Lockheed Stress Memo Manual
3. MIL-HDBK 5B - Metallic Materials and Elements for Aerospace Vehicle
Structures
U. NACA TN 2661 - A Summary of Diagonal Tension Part 1 -
Methods of Analysis
5. LR 20159 Stress Memo Design Data
6. AFFDL-TR-69-U2 - Stress Analysis Manual
7. NASA Specification No. 3-5722^ 31
8. NASA Contract No. NAS 3-19235
SECTION 1.0
BASIC DATA
The blades built by Lockheed under Contract NAS3-19235 meet the following
requirements:
o Rotor diameter of 125 ft
o Operating speed of ^-0 RPM
o Collective pitch range of blades, -3.5° to 92.5° at Station 75 radius
o 33.8° non-linear twist on each blade
o N.A.C.A. 23000 series airfoils
o All aluminum basic blade construction with a steel root fitting
for attachment to the N.A.S.A. windmill hub
o Root attachment to conform to N.A.S.A. bolt size and patterns.
Geometry
The overall external dimensions are shown in Figure 1.1.
A spanwise plot of blade chord, thickness ratio -, and blade angle are
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SECTION 2.0
WINDMILL BLADE LOADS
The structural design loads presented herein are the four (M-) structural
design conditions specified in Table I of Contract No. NAS3-19235 and is the
basis on which the structural integrity of the blades is established. Addi-
tional loading conditions have been investigated, and are reported on, to
illustrate the effects of 1 ) horizontal wind shear gradient and 2) tower
shadow interference on cyclic bending loads.
ANALYSIS APPROACH
The rotor loads computer program (WINTUR.) is utilized to define, in detail,
the steady state and cyclic loads acting on the windmill blades. This com-
puter program reflects a coupled response analytic method that yields span-
wise and azimuthal distributions of airloads, bending moments and torsional
moments depending on the operational mode selected.
In brief this computer program is a fully coupled aeroelastic blade loads
analysis consisting of an aerodynamic performance/trim analysis of a rotor
system that is coupled with the dynamic response of the blades. A relaxation
type of iterative procedure is employed between the aerodynamics and blade
responses to obtain a converged solution that is consistent with the blade
mode shape. The aerodynamic portion of the program consists of expressions
for rotor thrust, torque, shaft moments (pitch and roll), and shaft shear
forces (lateral and longitudinal) utilizing C^, C,, and C data vs, local
blade angle of attack, section thickness, and Mach number. An iterative
procedure permits one or all of the net rotor forces to be trimmed to
describe the operational condition of the rotor in terms of the rotor control
angles and/or attitude that is consistent with the response of the blades.
The dynamic analysis portion of the program considers the blade response, in
harmonic form, to the steady and unsteady airloads, Coriolis forces, gravi-
tational effects and the structural coupling between the flapwise and chord-
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wise bending moments due to collective pitch and local geometric twist angle.
The structural model utilizes a finite element description that permits a
detail definition of the rotor blade system. This description is unique in
that two separate beams are defined to describe one integral rotor blade. The
two beams are represented as 1 ) the feathering blade and cuff with provisions
for up to 45 stations, and 2) the fixed hub which supports the blade and cuff
with provisions for up to 30 stations. A total of 44 blade stations are used
to represent the 100 kw windmill blades. This arrangement permits the
determination and inclusion, in the net response of the blade, of 1 ) feather
bearing radial forces, 2) feather bearing support elasticity, and 3) kick shear
forces resulting from the blade retention mechanism. A quasi-coupled elastic
torsion analysis is made where extensive use is made of the output from the
basic coupled analysis. The elastic twist angles, as determined in the torsion
analysis, are reflected in the aerodynamics of the successive aero-structures
cycle in the relaxation process.
Among the many program operating options provided there is one that permits
the application of an arbitrary spanwise airloading distribution to the blade
structure at any discrete exciting frequency that is an integer multiple of the
rotor speed„ It is this option that is used to determine the aero-elastic
characteristics of the blades for the specified air loads of this concept.
The sign convention incorporated into the WINTUR computer program and used
in this section of the report is shown in Figure 2.1.
WINDMILL BLADE DESIGN LOADS
Blade loads, natural frequencies and mode shapes presented in this section
reflect the blade mass and stiffness distributions and related data given
in Section 3-0 of this report.
Rotating natural frequencies and mode shapes are computed using a subset of
the "WINTUR" program and utilize the same structural description and inputs as
that employed in the blade loads analysis. This approach insures the com-
putation of blade frequencies that are directly compatible with computed
blade loads.
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Natural frequencies for the cantilever blades were computed at various rotor
speeds from zero to 50 RPM and at pitch settings, defined at the 3/4 blade
radius, of 10°, 0°, and -10°. The result of these calculations are presented
in Figure 2-2 and shows that for the normal operating speed of 40 RPM there
is adequate separation of the blade frequencies from the aerodynamic excita-
tions at the integer multiples of the rotor speed, nP. Also, the frequency
spectrum shows that there is a negligible variation in the frequencies within
the blade pitch settings investigated. Blade mode shapes associated with the
frequencies at the nominal rotor speed of 40 RPM and zero degree blade pitch
setting are shown in Figures 2-3 through 2-5 for the first three natural
frequencies. The first and lowest mode is 2.7&P and it is defined as the
first flapping mode where the primary blade motion is normal to the plane of
rotation. The second mode is 3«62P and is defined as the first inplane mode
with primary blade motions in the rotational plane. The third mode is at
7-5?P and shows that the primary motion is again normal to the plane of
rotation and it is called the second flapping mode.
The structural integrity of the windmill blades is based on the four (4)
spanwise aerodynamic loading conditions as stipulated by Contract No. NAS3-
19235 and shown on Figures 6 through Figure 9 of the contract. The four
design conditions are summarized in Table 2.1.
TABLE 2.1



































For each of the loading cases in Table 2.1 steady and cyclic, 1P, blade loads
•were computed using the special option capability of the "WINTUR" program as
discussed earlier in the analysis approach section. This computation process
uses the specified airloads as inputs to obtain the steady state blade bending
loads and elastic characteristics. The gravitational effects, due to the spanuise
blade mass distribution, is used to define the cyclic blade bending loads and
elastic characteristics.
The influence of inplane Coriolis accelerations on cyclic bending loads are
obtained independently and superimposed to those due to the gravitational
effects. In terms of prime factors the cyclic, 1P, blade root moments, due
to Coriolis force, can be expressed as follows:
qo = 2ItfL2 ao a, SIN V (1 )
where:
q = blade root moment, in.-lb.
I, = mass inertia of one blade, slug - in.^  (571100 slug - in. )
= rotation speed of windmill, rad/sec. (4.189 rad/sec = 40 RPM)
y = azimuth position - radians
a = effective blade cone angle referenced to 3/4R - radians
a1 = effective "1P" blade flapping angle referenced to
3/4R, - radians
Based on the elastic characteristic obtained from the "WINTUR" program and
carrying through with the required substitutions above the blade root inplane
moments, as well as the effective cone and 1P flapping angles, are presented
in Table 2.2 for the specified loading conditions.
The distribution of the cyclic inplane blade root moment along the span of the
blade is accomplished by using a predetermined 1P bending distribution curve.
The net spanwise distribution of the cyclic chordwise bending moment is the
sum of that due to gravity effects and those due to Coriolis acceleration.
Comparing the relative magnitude of the cyclic chordwise bending moments of
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of Figure 2-10 with the blade root cyclic moments in Table 2.2, for cases 1, 2,
and k, it can be seen that Coriolis accelerations have a very negligible effect
on the net 1/2 (P-P) cylcic chordwise bending moments. This also holds true
for case 3 where the cyclic beamwise bending moment of Figure 2-11 must be
compared to the cyclic blade root moment due to Goriolis effects. In view of
this, Figure 2-10 presents the net cyclic bending loads for cases 1, 2, and h
and Figure 2-11 those for case 3-
TABLE 2.2























The spanwise distribution of the steady state beamwise and chordwise bending
moments and inplane and axial shears for the four loading conditions are
shown on Figures 2°6 through Figure 2.9« The centrifugal force distribution
along the blade span for the nominal rotor speed of 1+0 RPM is shown on
Figure 2d2»
EXPOSITORY ANALYSIS
Detail consideration must be given to both the static and fatigue strength
level loads anticipated during the life of the blade in order to achieve a
windmill blade that is reliable. This entails the investigation of loading
conditions that reflect the operational environment to which the blades will
be exposed. The following tentative list of conditions should be investigated
in addition to the four presented in Table 2.1.
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1 . Rotor yaw angle vith respect to wind velocity.
2. Rotor yaw rates
3- Combinations of rotor yaw angle, yaw rates and yaw direction
Uo Rotor speed variations
5- Wind speed variations
6. Blade pitch setting variation
Y. Ground wind velocity shear profile
8. Windmill tower shadow interference
9. Gusts
10. Start-stop cycles
11. Non-rotating blade loads in an extreme wind environment
12. Various combinations of the above operational modes
A cursory investigation was conducted pertaining to some of the above loading
conditions to demonstrate their effect on cyclic blade loads and are reported on
for comparison purposes only. ,The analysis utilized the full capabilities of
the "WINTUR" computer program discussed earlier.
Tower shadow interference effects are included in "WINTUR" by considering the
tower to have a retardation effect on the free stream velocity over a sector
of the windmill disk as depicted in Figure 2.13- This is accomplished by
assigning an arbitrary value to, f , the sector over which the flow through
wind is retarded and, Kv, the percentage of wind velocity retardation.
The effect of tower shadow is to induce a "1P" pulse to each blade as it passes
the tower. The pulse contains higher frequency blade responses whose magnitudes
are a function of sector size and degree of tower interference.
A limited investigation was conducted to determine the influence of sector
size and various tower interference factors on cyclic blade bending moments
and tower loads using the design condition described by Case 1 of Table 2.1 as
the baseline. The combination of parameters examined are given in Table 2.3.
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TABLE 2.3
















The cyclic 1/2 (P-P) blade bending moments of this study are shown in Figures
2.1^  and 2.15 and the tower loads are given in Table 2.1* in harmonic form.
The data shows that there is a pronounced increase, from the baseline case,
of the beamwise cyclic bending moments and a negligible increase of the
chordwise bending moments for the parameters investigated. It should be
noted that there is a very dramatic increase of the beamwise cyclic bending
moments over the span of the blade. For example the cyclic beamwise bending (•
moment shows an increase of 1500$ over the baseline data for the worst
assumption. This indicates that the tower shadow effect could have a
significant effect on fatigue loading. The actual increase would depend on
its true severity.
The effect of tower shadow interference on tower loads is given in Table 2.U
and shows that the primary influence is on shaft bending moments in both the
yaw and pitch directions. Steady shaft moments show an appreciable increase
over the baseline case when tower shadow effects are included and that higher
frequency shaft moments, "UP", are probably more dependent on the inter-
ference factor than sector size.
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Wind shear gradients, with respect to altitude, can be approximated by the
simple power expression of reference 2.1. In simple terms the expression
given is:
Vv oC Hn (2)
Equation (2) simply states that the horizontal wind velocity, Vy, is proportional
to altitude H raised to the power n. The vertical wind velocity profile
suggested by equation (2) reflects the earth's boundary layer effect and is
dependent on the earth's surface roughness characteristics which are included
in the exponent n. It should be noted that reference 2.1 points out that the
vertical change in wind direction is negligible within the lowest 300 feet of
altitude if the overall airflow is strong and the site free of obstructions.
Wind shear is implemented in the "WINTUR" computer program by adjusting
equation (2) to reflect the nominal wind velocity Vy at the rotor shaft axis
altitude HO as depicted in Figure 2-16 and then defining the incremental wind
velocity variation (^ ^VH^ over ^ e rotor disk area. The incremental wind
velocity with respect to the nominal wind velocity can be expressed as follows:
AVVR = Vv [(1 * f SIN )n -1] ^ (3)
Where:
/&V = Incremental change in wind velocity at altitude,
H
feet per second
Vv = Nominal wind velocity, feet per second
HQ = Elevation of rotor shaft axis, feet
V = Azimuth position, degrees
r = Local blade radius, feet
n = Exponent describing earth's surface roughness
K, = Factor, normally equal to 1.0 when n is less than 1.0.
If n is equal to 1.0 then Ky describes a linear variation
of wind shear gradient
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A linear variation of wind shear was examined having a gradient of K equal to
0.125 using the design condition described by case 1 of Table 2.1 as the
baseline. The cycle blade bending moment distributions of this investigation,
with and without the effects of tower shadow interference, are shown in
Figures 2.17 and 2.18 and the corresponding tower loads are given in Table 2.^ .
The results again show that there is an appreciable increase in the beamwise
cyclic bending moments from the baseline case and a negligible effect on the
chordwise bending moment distribution. Two blade stations are examined as a
function of rotor azimuthal position and shown in Figure 2.19 to further
illustrate the effects of wind shear and tower interference on cyclic beamwise
bending moments. The results show that the influence of higher frequency loads
on the overall content of 1/2 (P-P) cyclic beamwise moments is more predominant
outboard along the blade span. Tower loads reflecting the influence of linear
wind shear is given in Table 2.k and shows that only steady and 2P tower loads
are developed. This demonstrates that only 1P blade airloads are generated by
a linear wind shear representation. However, it should be noted that if n
were assigned values other than 1.0 such as 1/5 for values of Vv between -5
and -35 mph, as suggested by some literature, and letting \j - 1.0, then
higher frequency airloads will occur. This will then result in higher frequency
blade bending and tower loads.
In addition to the tower loads due to wind shear and tower shadow, Table 2.U
also includes data for the following conditions:
• Four design conditions specified by contract
• Limited excursion of blade pitch angle
• Limited combination of yaw rate c-nd yawed wind direction with
respect to the drive shaft
It should be noted that the largest steady and 2P shaft moments reported are
for the combined yaw rate and yawed wind velocity condition. In the event of
a failure mode where the yaw mechanism fails, such as may occur when: 1) the
rotor is unable to yaw resulting in large yaw wind direction angles, 2) the
rotor experiences inadvertent large yaw rates, and 3) the combination of
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1 and 2, then much larger tower loads can be expected to be developed and must
be considered in the structural design envelope.
CONCLUSIONS
The wind turbine blades were designed to the aeroelastic loads developed for
the four design conditions as specified by contract. Additional loading
conditions were explored to ascertain the influence of various parameters on
design loads that may affect the life and reliability of the blades and/or
tower. The following conclusions were arrived at:
1 . Tower shadow interference has a pronounced effect on the magnitude of
cyclic blade bending moments and tower loads depending on sector size
and/or the degree of free stream wind velocity retardation over the
rotor sector.
2<, Cyclic beamwise bending moments due to tower shadow were shown to
increase the baseline cyclic moments used for fatigue analysis. The
increase is most significant in the mid span. This loading should
be further investigated relative to its effect on fatigue life.
3- Tower shadow tends to reduce the energy extracted from the wind, for a
given blade pitch setting, resulting in a less efficient wind energy
generator when compared to analysis that ignores the tower.
4. Horizontal ground wind shear results in primarily IP blade loads and
steady and 2P tower loads for a linear wind shear gradient. However,
a non-linear wind shear would result in higher frequency blade and tower
loads in addition to those experienced for a linear wind shear gradient.
This results in larger cyclic loads and will adversely effect the wind
energy system.
5. Failure of the yaw control (unable to adjust to the wind direction and/or
excess yaw rates) will produce relatively large cyclic blade and tower
loads effecting the life of the wind energy system.
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The conclusions presented are based on a limited examination of some of the
design conditions listed in this section of the report. Based on the
cursory analysis presented, the fatigue loading could be significantly
increased by tower shadow effects. These effects have not been included
in the baseline data.
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Blade Internal Loads and Stresses
The internal loads and stresses are calculated for the four design
cases listed on Table I of the contract. External loads for these
cases are shown in Section 2 and comprise mean and cyclic loads for
case 3» mean loads for cases 1, 2, and h and one cyclic loading
common to these latter three cases. The internal loads and stresses
are presented in Appendix A and summarized on pages 5 2&to "5-31.
The primary internal loads producing significant stresses are the
axial loads from combined beamwise and chordwise bending moments.
The mechanized program used for deriving the internal loads is
described on page "$ 4-. The method provides an accurate representation
of the axial stresses along the blade for the section properties used.
The effect of varying the section properti«s to be consistent with
the developed stress for each condition is discussed on page 3.14»
The shear flows, however, for both direct shear and torsional shear
are conservative. This is due to the fact that no account is taken
of blade taper and the torsion box areas calculated within the program
use straight lines between the neutral axes of the areas lumped at
the grid points and do not follow the skin contour. Since the shear
stresses generally are relatively low, correction of the shear flovs
is not considered warranted, except for the spar web for case 3»
•where the correction is made to show the web to be shear resistant
(reference page 3.1fc).
Axial stresses from centrifugal force are presented on page 3.19.
The design loads used are from section 2 of this report. The centri-
fugal force is from Fig. 2.12. Blade Bending moments and shears are
from Figs. 2.6 to 2.11. The shears in these figures are given relative
to the shaft axis and have been rotated to each blade section reference
axis for determining internal loads. Blade torsion is obtained from
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The internal loads and section properties are calculated with the
aid of remote terminal computations using the Conversational
Programming System (C.P.S.). Inputs to the program at any station















cross-sectional areas assigned to grid points
chosen for the structural model.
coordinates about the established
reference axes.
thickness of skin between grid points.
spar web thickness.
spar location relative to the reference axis.
spar height.
Modulus of Elasticity for material used.
Shear Modulus of material used.
coordinates about the reference axis of the load
application point.
applied shear loads at the load application point
along the x and z reference axes.
MX Ib/ins applied bending moments^
Mz Ib/ins about the reference axis at the load application
point.
My Ib/ins tonsional moment about the load application point.
The program uses the above material, geometric and applied load data
to compute and print out the following data:
x ins ? coordinates of the neutral axis position of the
z ins j cross-section about the reference axis.
EIxx ~) Product of area moments of inertia times the
EIzz / modulus of elasticity about the neutral axis
EIxz J location.
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MECHANIZED ANALYSIS PROGRAM (Cont'd)
O Ib/in shear flows in the spar web in the skins between
grid points.
2A cell 1 computed torsion base areas of front and rear
2A cell 2 blade cells.
Q Ib/in shear due to torsion alone in each cell.
My in/lbs torsion about shear center.
Lateral location of shear center in inches ahead of spar.
The program output data for the blade stations and load condition
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UPPER & LOWER SURFACES (CL1708-1-3)
The tipper and lower surfaces consist of .250 inch thick skins
extending from the blade root at station 8^ to station 653. The
skins are supported longitudinally by two upper and two lower 0.250
inch thick extruded aluminttm stringers and laterally by .080 inch
thick ribs at approximately 22 inch spacing. The forward edge of
the panels are butt spliced to the .250 inch thick nose skin by
means of .250 inch thick aluminum splice plates attached to the upper
and lower forward stringers. The aft edge of the panels are attached
to the upper and lower .250 inch thick extruded spar cap angles.
Chordwise butt splices of both skin and stringers are provided at
intervals as dictated by manufacturing and geometric considerations.
The panels are approximately 15 to 17 inches wide between stations
1*8 - 187.5; they taper to approximately 9 inches wide at station 585
and again to approximately 3.5 inches at station 653. The central
panel stringers terminate at station 587 and the forward stringers
at station 609. The stringers are angle extrusions with 1.5 inch
wide skin attaching flanges and the outstanding flanges are 1.75
inches deep between stations k& to 389 tapering to 1.28 at station 7^7
and again to .5 at the termination stations. In the region of
station 653 the panels are Joined to the outer blade section. The
.250 skins are machined out to permit the .125 inch thick noee skin
which started at station 611.5 to extend back to the spar. Therefore
outboard of station 653 one .125 inch thick skin extends from the
upper flange of the spar, around the nose, to the lower flange of the
spar and takes place of the separate upper surface, lower surface and
nose skins.
Internal loads and stresses for the design cases are shown in
Appendix A and the stresses are summarized on pages 3-1^ To ?_5'.
A detail analysis of panels follows on page "
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The root attachment extension fits inside the blade root between Station U8 and
81.5. The blade centrifugal force is taken by attachments to this fitting
through the 8l.5 rib and also along the curved spar web for a length of approx-
imately ten inches. Blade bending and shear loads are transferred to the
fitting by couple loads at the Station U8 and 8l.5 ribs. The maximum bending-
stresses occur at Station 38.75 and the maximum shear stresses occur between
Station k& and 81.5 where the fitting is subjected to the large couple shears.
Local flange bending stresses are also calculated at the attachment flange
Station 31.75.
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The high stress concentration areas in the blade occur in the joint areas.
Stress allowables in terms of cycles to failure are developed for the follow-
ing types of structure:
1. Thin aft skin single butt joint.
2. Main box section containing flush attachment holes.
3. Trailing edge section containing flush attachment holes.
k. Steel root end flanged fitting.
To allow for score marks and other realistic stress concentrations which can
exist in a structure, a quality index of no less than five will be assumed
for the general aluminum structure. The effective stress concentration
factor K_, for this index, will be assumed equal to 5 A ^ = h will be
assumed for the 120,000 HT steel root fitting. The above will cover all areas
other than the aft skin butt joint.
The fatigue allowables for the single butt joint are shown in Figure 2.2.
in using this curve, it is necessary to consider several factors. The test
specimens were flat without any fixation at the sides. The failure generally
occurred in the center of the joint plate because of the offset bending in-
duced in the plate, as shown below.
in the installed structure there is often the capability to reduce this
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moment as shown below:
\
The relieving forces can be provided by hoop compression and tension if the
panel is curved or by torsion/differential stiffness of the joint plate.
The latter will depend on the proximity of stiffer local structure, such as
ribs, stringers, spars, trailing edge members, etc. The net effect of
these restraints would be to reduce the fatigue stress in the joint plate.
This reduction would be dependent on the relative stiffness of the load
paths.
The aft skin of the windmill blade does have slight curvature. The butt
joint plate is wide using several rows of rivets and there is a stiffer local
structure within reasonable proximity. It would not be unreasonable to have
atleast a 20% reduction in bending fatigue stress due to these effects. Be-
7
cause of this expected reduction, the 10 cycles gross area stress of Figure
will be used as the endurance limit without applying a reduction factor.
Several design changes could improve the fatigue allowable of the joint.
Among these would be the addition of an external plate which would result in
a symmetrical joint and/or a chordwise stiffener below the joint.
FATIGUE LIFE






































The loads can be divided into categories as follows:
1. Steady loads which come on and off, similar to an aircraft ground,
air ground cycle (stop, start).
2 High transient inputs which raise the steady loads, and induce
higher cyclic loads which occur at a frequency greater than one per
rev of the windmill (UO cycles per min.).
3. Normal operation cyclic loads greater than one per rev of the
windmill.
h. Chordwise bending due to the weight of the blade which reverses
at one per rev.
For categories 3 and h, a simple analyses shows that at kO RPM, 10 cycles
would be reached in 1+200 hours. The stresses arising from these loads must
therefore be compared with the endurance limit.
For category 1 it is necessary to establish the number of times the steady
loads reduce to a low level and when they get to operating levels. For this
category it will be assumed that the loads go from near zero to normal 20
times per day for 10 years. This gives an order of ?6,000 cycles. For the
fatigue analysis, it will be assumed 100,000 cycles are achieved over the
life of the blade.
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For category 2 operating mode 2 would give a minimum of 250 cycles above one
per rev. There will be other intermediate gust occurences. A minimum of
1000 cycles will be assumed at the cyclic levels for this mode in order to
cover these intermediate conditions.
The beamwise and chordwise cyclic loads for the operational modes 1 and 2
are given in the loads section, Figure 2-10.
The steady loads for condition 1 and condition 2 are given in Figure 2-6
and Figure 2-7, respectively.
The cyclic loads for case 1 and 2 are shown to be the same. Under the
ground rules established, these cyclic loads therefore must be below the
endurance limit allowable.
Case 2, beamwise steady, is below that of case 1, hence, the steady loads
due to beamwise to be associated with the cyclic loads will be taken as
those for case 1. The steady and cyclic stresses for the design cases given
are shown in Appendix A0 The critical items covered are the blade
upper and lower surface, spar cap, trailing edge, and the steel root fitting.
From this data the stations giving the maximum total stress steady plus cyclic
and the stations giving the maximum cyclic stress for each case are selected
for analysis. These are listed below:





























































































The basic fatigue conditions are case 1 , 2, and
limit conditions,.
Case 3 need only satisfy
The allowable aluminum endurance stress versus stress concentration is
shown in Figure 3«3« Applying a 20$ reduction to the endurance limit for
Kj = 5 gives kkOO psi allowable. The cyclic stress in the aluminum struc-
ture for the high cycle conditions are below this value. The maximum com-
pressive stress steady •*• cyclic is in the trailing edge structure at station
187.5 for case 2 (-17200 + 5330). If this stress is considered as a maximum
for the transient conditions (1000 cycles), the equivalent applies stress
would be -11 260 ± 11260 psi. The allowable cyclic stress for 1000 cycles
ignoring the favorable effect of a compressive mean and taking zero mean is
19000 psi with a 20% reduction factor applied to the allowable shown in
Figure 3.4.
The maximum tensile stress in the aluminum structure for case 1 is in the lower
cap at station 653 (6^ 00 ± 50). This condition for the 100,000 cycle
stop/start is equivalent to a steady stress of 3225 psi with a cyclic stress
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of 3225 psi. The allowable stress at this mean for 100,000 cycles is
6^ 00 psi, with a 20$ reduction factor applied to Figure 3-2.
The normal operating stress in the aluminum aft section skin joints to be com-
pared with the endurance limit occurs at station 187.5 for case 1. The cyclic
stress of + 30^ psi for this case is equal to the allowable shown in Figure 3«2.
This would indicate the joints to be one of the most critical fatigue areas.
The 1000 cycle transient and 100,000 stop/start cycles cause relatively low
fatigue damage when compared to the cyclic stress caused essentially by the
basic weight of the blade during rotation.
The maximum cyclic stress of 8060 psi in the steel root fitting flange for
all the fatigue condition is below the 95°0 psi allowable shown in Figure 3.1
at the 6850 psi mean for condition 1.
The preceeding analysis indicates that the fatigue stress levels developed
are compatible with the design objective providing that the load severity
experienced in operation lies within the design conditions in Table I
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LOAD MONITORING AND INSPECTION RECOMMENDATIONS
The blade strength level determination is based on analysis. The contract
did not call for any structural proof or fatigue tests of full scale hardware.
With this fact in mind, it is recommended that the blade and hub structure
be periodically inspected to determine condition of the structure. Specific
attention should be paid to the monolithic structural areas such as the root
tubular flanged attachment extension and the aluminum machined plate root
ribs. Attention should also be paid to the D section and aft skin section
surface joints.
As part of the test program, the flap bending, chord bending and torsion
loads at blade station 1+0 and 370 will be monitored. This monitoring will
check the validity of the basic loads established for design. To maintain
a watch on structural integrity the level of loads and cycles at that load
Jieed to be monitored to ensure the predicted fatigue allowables are not
being exceeded.







































The above monitor loads should be used as a guide for exceedence of strength
levels and fatigue damage appraisal. Inadvertant exceedence does not
necessarily mean the blade is damaged but may be cause for inspection.
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A. CM EC.fi-1 TT 3/"75
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L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAO"
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION ^, A> 2,
T MODEL
I f^ ) \ ^  Q C^




GRID PT X in Z ' n A In2 T in
1 -33. 5G -2.50 0 .53 0 .08
2 -5. US -11.81 1.89 0 .25
3 0 . 9 5 -11. U2 2 .90 0 . 2 5
U 3 .00 -8 .63 3.1!) 0 . 2 5
5 12.1'i -l<.93 1.00 0.25
G 13.10 0 . 8 5 2 . 0 5 0 . 2 5
7 11.22 G . 5 5 1.00 0 . 2 5
3 G . 7 0 9 . 3 7 3.31 0 . 2 5
<} -0.9J 11.72 2 . 7 5 0 . 2 5
10 -6.91 11.13 1.89 0 . 0 8
11 -33. 5G -0.50 _ 0 . 5 3 0 . 0 3
il 21 -0-4-
XLA in ZLA in XI ;8 in ZMS In IIMS In TMS in 0 E
0.00 0 .00 -G.13 0.00 22 .99 0 .25 U . O O E + O G 1.00F.+ 07




XBAR Zr.AH El xx E l zz Elxz
l.CO 0 . 2 2
GRID PT X -XBAR
1.3SF.+ 10 2.G5E+10 2 . 2 0 E + 0 7
Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q i n- 1 b
1 -U0.1G -2 .72 0.00 0.00 -0.02
2 -7.08 -12.03 0.00 0.00 -0.11
3 -0 .65 -ll.G'i 0.00 0.00 O . O G
U G.' iO -3.90 0 .00 0.00 0 . 2 2
5 10. 5U -5.1b 0 .00 0 .00 0 . 2 U
6 11.50 O . G 3 0 .00 0 .00 0 . 2 U
7 9 .62 G.33 0 .00 0 .00 0 . 2 0
3 5.10 9 .65 0 .00 0 .00 0 . 0 3
9 -2 .58 11.50 0.00 0 .00 -0.13
10 -8.51 10.915 0 .00 0.00 -0.03
11 -U0.1G -0 .73 0.00 0.00 -0 .03
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 roar
2A =
correction shear f low




LATERAL LOCATION OF SHEAR CENTER AHEAD OF MID SPAR- 7 .03
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'>;i''rv.iu. STA c i .so
iiiinjT D\™
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GP. 1 D PT X i n Z 1 n A 1 n ?. Tin
1 -3R. i *0 -2.1*8 O.Oi* o.ni,
2 -C.r.6 -10.78 1.72 0.7.5
3 -0.1!* -10.7k 2. IP 0 .75
i* 7. It -8. .'(5 3.10 0 . 2 5
5 11.53 -f.,78 l.m 0.7.5
6 13. on n.io i.ni o.?r,
7 11.60 5 . 5 0 l.fiO U. 75
8 7.1?. fi . T 3.7.1 0.7.5
3 -C. i*2 10. SO 2.7'5 0 . 7 5
10 -C. l tG 10. 3f, 1.72 O.f i i*
11 -3&.ii". -0 .2S O.r, '* O . o n
2 20.78
XLA in ZLA In XI. S in ZPS In T'.S In TMS In 0 r
2 . 3 5 O . P O
SX Ib SZ Ib
0 If,
CALC1/I. UEP DAT",
A !,',,» zr. M\
1.02 -0 .05













-r,.57 o .on 21. ic 0.12$" u.rnE+or,
i.X in-lh KY In-lb 1,7. In-lb
0 0 0
C l x x -llzz E l x z
1.59E+10 2.93E+10 3 . 0 8 E + 0 8
Z-^RAR LOAD 3T"r.r,G q In-lb
1*2 -2.1*3 O.°n o . O O - 0 . 0 2
PS -10.73 o . ro n .cc -0.11
10 -10. C9 o.."*; o . o o n.n
12 -8.1*0 O .on 0.00 0 .26
51 -5 .23 O . n o o . O O f ) ,2S
or> o.is c .cn n.oo 0 .30
5P 5 . 5 5 n . ro 0 .00 0 . 7 6
K 8 .93 0.00 0 .00 o .ng
't't 10.85 O."0 0.00 -o!ll
so 10.U3 ri.fn o . o o -o.'rn
t2 -P. 23 o .^n n.on - 0 ^ 0 3
i .cnr+07
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2\=
correction shear f low

















L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PA°"
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION ''^' T*
T MODEL
T IUU ICWJ W 1 K)OM«l_L liUA^Ot.. REPORTNO.
Bt_*DE &B.CTIONJ PROPERTJE.S .
WINDMILL STA 125
INPUT DATA
GRID PT X In Z In A In2 T In
1 -38.12 -2.18 0.59 0.01*
2 -7.68 -9.1*0 1.72 0.25
3. -1.20 -9.U8 2 .85 0 .25
U 6 .32 -7.76 3.19 0.25
5 11.13 -i». 83 1.25 0.25
6 13.30 -0.36 1.31* 0.25
7 12.05 i».UO 1.25 0 .25
8 7 .37 7.70 3.19 0 .25
9 -0.08 9.1(7 2.85 0.25
10 -6 .50 9.10 1.72 O . O U
11 -38.12 -0.30 O . S 9 0.08
XLA In ZLA In
2.22 0.00
£ 2° 54
XMS In ZMS In HMS In TMS In G E
-7.09 0.00 18.50 0.08 U.OOE+06 l.OOE+07








Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q In-Tb
1 -38.97 -2.02 0.00 0.00 -0.01*
2 -8.53 -9.21* 0.00 0.00 -0.12
3 -2.05 -9.32 0.00 0.00 0.09
i» 5.1*7 -7.60 0.00 0,00 0.29
5 10.28 -U.67 0 .00 0.00 0.35
6 12.U5 -0.20 0.00 0.00 0.35
7 11.20 i».56 0.00 0.00 0.31
8 6.52 7.86 0.00 0.00 0.12
9 -0.93 9.63 0.00 0.00 -0.10
10 -7 .35 9 .26 0.00 0.00 -0.01*
11 -38.97 -O.ll* 0.00 0.00 -0.01*
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A-
correction shear flow
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£-&£~ff*&l '/^ ^ A DIVISION OF LOCKHEFD AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
1
APPROVED " — L '(->o I<£->A/. WINDMILL I3L.A.OE
E
6UADE. SECTION! PROPERTIES
WINDMILL -STA 1C 7. 5
|V PUT DATA
O R I D P T X i n Z n A l n 2 T i n
1 -38 .5 f t -1.C3 " .3? D.Cl i
2 -3. GO - 7 . G 2 1.72 0 .25
3 -1.R8 -7 .73 C.r.o p. 75
I t 5 . 7 2 -r..2i» 3. TO 0 . 2 5
:> 10.07 - i t .3R 1.25 0 . 2 5
G 13.02 0.08 1.5U 0 .25
7 1C.G3 U . B 5 1.25 0 . 2 5
8 G . 5 S f,.i»it 2 . 6 7 0 . 2 5
9 -0.3<" 7 .G1 3.00 0 . 2 5
10 -7 .32 7 .30 1.72 n.Plt
11 - 3 C . 5 S -0.1,2 C. >2 O . C C
XLA in ZLA In X' S In ZIIS In Mil?: In Tl',5 In n
1 • 8 3 n .O i * ~ t » - \ j i" » 0 • A 5 , 7 K O*''* ••» • * j . ^  " '
SX Ib SZ Ib f,X In-lS MY In-lb I'.Z In-lb
0 10 0 0 0
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZCAR E lxx ^ Izz F 1 xz
1.22 -0.12 3.21E+09 1.01E+10 S . 5 0 T + O S
C 5 R I D PT X-XnAR Z-ZDA^ LOAP ST".rSS q In-lh
PAOC






l -39 .80 -1.51 o.ni n.no -I.PS
2 -1.82 -7.51 o .no n.no -«.IG
3 -3. 1C -7.07 0.01 o.no 1.11
1* it. 50 -G.12 O . n o ,T .OT 0 .35
5 O.l;5 -it.Zr. 0 .00 0.00 ".',:
,1 1 1 . ." C 0 . °..1 0 . ." M P. . P 0 n . ','
7 "-.iff. i|.77 0.00 O.'ob 0.'36
8 5 . 3 6 6 . 5 0 0.00 0 .00 0.15
3 - l .GO 7 . 7 3 0 . r T T."0 -r, n
10 -S.5I* 7 .42 O . P O T.ar. -P. r 'U
11 -30. SO - (!.T» r •'. ."0 .i.riO -•''i'"1)
GUPPI.E^EIJTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A° 530. i»5 1*22.59
correction shear f1o\; -0.21* -0.03
'( riue to torsion -O.Of i -0.0?









PREPAREDBY DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
$ -^ f*s(j-r S Ls£&J 3/-tC A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
1
APPROVED I 'O° !<->M . wlNftMt l_U BLA.Db
E
BLADE SECTION} PROPERTIES
l.'IMDMI LL STA 2 3 5 . 0
INPUT DATA
GI'.IO ?T X in Z In A in2 T In
1 -36 .25 -1.U8 0.32 O.Ql)
2 -8 .22 -6.72 1.72 0 .25
3 -2 .27 -6.90 2 . 5 6 0 .25
U S.li) -U.82 3.19 0 .25
5 10.10 -3.82 1.25 0 .25
6 12.31) 0.07 1.25 0 .25
7 10.93 3.57 0.75 0.25
3 7. IS 5.1)6 2.91) 0 .2b
9 -0.15 6 . 7 7 3.00 0 . 2 5
10 -7.01) 6.1)3 1.72 O . O l t
11 - 3 G . 2 5 -0.30 0 . 3 2 0.08
|<J -02.
XLA in ZLA in XI1S In ZMS In HMS in IMS In G
1.54 0.00 -7 .63 0.00 15.26 O . O S l».OOE+06
SX Ib SZ Ib f.X !n-lb MY In-lb HZ In-lb
0 10 0 0 0
CALCULATE!) DATA
XSAn Zi'.AIJ El xx E lzz Elxz
0.95 U .02 5.99E+09 1.63E+10 9.2UE+08
GRID PT X-XUAIi Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q in-lb
1 -37.20 -1.50 0.00 0.00 -0.06
2 -9.17 -U.7!) 0 .00 0.00 -11.17
3 - 3 .22 -6 .92 0 .00 0 .00 0.12
l( U.19 -l).3l) 0 .00 0.01 0 . 3 9
5 9.15 -3.81) 0.00 0.00 O.' iS
G 11.3'J 0 .05 0.00 0 .00 O.U 'J
7 10.03 3 .55 0 .00 0.00 O . U S
iJ G . 2 3 5. Mi 0.00 0.00 0 .20
g -1.10 6 .75 0.00 0.00 -O.U
10 -7.'J9 fi.Mi 0.00 0.00 -0.05
11 -37.20 -0 .32 0 .00 O . C O -O.'lfi
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A= 1)39.20 1)10.51
correction shear f low -0 .28 -0.03
Q due to torsion -0 .07 -0 .02



















L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAOE
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEFD AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 3- A. 7
T












it I*. 88 -U.
5 8.81 -3.
6 11.32 -0.





In A In2 T In
23 0.31 0.0i»
67 1.72 0.25
78 2.1(6 0 .25
85 2.69 0.25
56 1.00 0 .25
1*0 1.15 0.25
16 1.00 0.25
62 2 .69 0 .25
66 2 .75 0.25
1(0 1.72 0.0i»
20 0.31 0.08
XLA In ZLA In ^ XMS 1 n ZMS In
l.lit 0.00 -6.93 0.00
SX Ib SZ Ib
0 10
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZBAR . •
0.69 -0.06
MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ
0 0
Elxx Elzz
1(.19E + 09 1.32E + 10














CELL 1 front CELL 2
3"(lt.97 316.67
HMS In TMS In G E







0.00 O . O Q -0.21
0.00 O . O Q 0.12
0.00 O .OQ O.itlf
0.00 0.00 0 .53




0.00 0 .00 -0.05
0.00 0.00 -0.06
rear
correctlon shear flow -0.35 -O.OU
Q due to torsion -0.08 -0.02







PREPAREDBY OfCTK L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
^2 'd^ bl t tJifr 3/7$ A DIVIS10N OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
APPROVED L " " - - • ' • » - ' • l l l _ l - « » ^ I— /~\ l_» U_
E
BLADE. SECTION PR.OPE.fVT I £S
WINDMILL STA 389 .0
INPUT DATA
GRID PT X In Z In A In2 T In
1 -28.80 -1.32 0.30 0.01*
2 -5.70 -I*. 1*7 1.72 0.25
3 -1.30 -U.51 1.82 0 .25
U U.i*3 -3.71* 3.19 0.25
5 8.91* -2.26 0 .75 0 .25
6' 10.07 0 .00 0 .60 0 .25
7 8 . 7 2 2 . 2 7 0 .75 0 .25
8 5.1*0 3.1*9 2 .68 0 .25
9 -O.li* i».33 2 .25 0 .25
10 -5.50 i«. 15 1.72 0.01*
11 -28 .80 -0.18 0 .30 0 .08
V 16-08
XLA In ZLA In u XMS In ZMS In HMS In TMS In G
PAOE







1.09 0.00 -5.60 0.00 11.20 0.08 i* .OOE + 06 l .OOE+07
SX Ib SZ 1b MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb
0 10 0 0 0
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZBAR E l xx E lzz E lxz
0.51* -0.13 2.28E+09 9 .22E + 09 2.52E + 08
GRID PT X-X8AR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q tn-lb
1 -29.31* -1.19 0 .00 0.00 -0.08
2 -6.21* -U.31* 0 .00 0.00 -0.21*
3 -1.8U -U.38 0.00 0 .00 0.10
U 3 .89 -3.R1 0.00 0.00 0 .63
5 8.1*0 -2.13 0.00 0.00 0.70
6 9 .53 0.13 0 .00 0.00 0.71
7 8.18 2.1*0 0.00 0.00 0.61*
8 i». 86 3 .62 0.00 0.00 0 .23
9 -0.68 i*.i*6 O . P O 0 .00 -0 .22
10 -6.01* i».28 0 .00 0.00 -0.08
11 -29.31* -0 .05 0.00 0.00 -0.09
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A- 227.33. 22G.28
correction shear flow -0.1*3 -0.05
0 due to torsion -0.13 -O.OU











L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y P*i » &











KW WlirsJUrilUL Ol_»\DC. REPORT NO.
2.7IS.3
Pp.OPe.R.TtE.5






































































O . O U
0 .25
0 . 2 5
0 . 2 5
0 . 2 5
0 . 2 5
0 . 2 5
0 . 2 5























n ZHS In MI1S In TMS In G E
0.00 6 .37 0 .03 i t .OOE+OG l .OOE+07





































Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q |n-lb
-0.37 o . O O O . P O -0.03
"2 „ °-°° °.°0 -0.30
-3.23 O . O O 0.00 0.23
-2.39 o . O O 0.00 0.'?9
"1.92 0 . 00 0 .00 090
-0.05 0.00 0.00 0 * 9 2
1.81 0 .00 0.00 o's't
2 . 5 7 o . O O 0 .00 o ! 2 3
3.27 0.00 0.00 - 0 2 8
3.13 0 .00 0.00 -o!oc































L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y P*°L .






































































































2 . 2 5
0 . 3 7
0 .28
0 . 5 0
































ZHS in Hl',5 in TUG In G E













































































2 .G3E+09 2 . 8 3 C + 0 7
LOAD GTUEGG q In-lb
07 0.00 0 .00 -0.09
23 0 .00 0 .00 -0.39
22 0 .00 0 .00 0 . 2 8
65 0 .00 0 .00 1.1C
21 0 .00 0 . 0 0 1.27
26 0 . 0 0 O . Q O 1.29
00 0 . 0 0 0 .00 1.1C
81 0 .00 0 .00 0 . 2 5
IS 0 .00 0.00 -O.it2
15 0 .00 0 . 0 0 -0.11


















PAGEL O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y *






OO KW WINDMILL BL-/XDF REPORT NO.
2.1 1 53,
&L/\DE. SECTION PR.OPER.TII= £
VJINDMIU STA GOO
II.'PUT i>ATA








3 5 . 3 5
y 4 . su
10 3 . 2 2




























































































A I n2 Tin
O.l'i 0.0 ' t
1.5G 0 . 2 5
0 . 3 5 0 . 2 5





O . U 7 0 . 3 7
0 . 7 5 U . 2 5
0 . 2 3 0 . 2 5
1.50 O .O i t
0.1't 0.12
S 4.10
Xf.S i n ZIIS I n MIIS i n Tf.r, i n G E
-0.5'J 0.00 3.71 0.08 !t.(10E+OG l .OOE + 07
n-lb I1Y in-lb HZ in-lb
0 0 0
Elzr. E l xz
87E + OE 1.5GE + 09 l».13E+07
Z-ZIJAR LOAD STRESS q in-lb
-0 .73 0 .00 0 .00 -C.13
-1.8'i 0 . 00 0.00 -0 .20
-1.35 0 . 0 0 O . O U O .O ' J
-i.50 0 . 0 0 0 .00 0 . 7 2
-1.20 O. i )0 0 . 0 0 1.05
-1.02 U . O O O . O C 1.12
-0.1C 0 .00 0 .00 l.lj
0 . 9 7 0 .00 0 .00 1.07
1.3'J 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 .7^
1.73 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 O . J 7
1.09 0 .00 O . O U -0.17
1.37 O . D O 0.00 -0.11*
-0.1(3 0 .00 0.00 -U.15







CENTER AHEAD OF MID SPAP= 3. 20
PREPARED BY DATE
V"7*
L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y



































































SX lb SZ Ib MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb
















































































































CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A- 18.25 67.71*
correction shear flow -2.26 -0.11
Q due to torsion -0.5U -0.18









PREPARED BY DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
/J t^^r+^f ^/~}£ * DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
_ 1 /"l/^» i/ \L 1 V . f i k i r x . i . i i i i rt « » r^. r—
APPROVED L ' ' •— *— '-*•— ^ U J—
E
£LAl>€. SECT! OKI Pfc.OPe.K/riES
WINnk11Lli STA 647
INPUT DATA
GRID PT X In Z In A In2 T tn
1 -11*. 97 -0.1*3 0.11* 0.01*
2 1.02 -1.20 0.37 0.37
3 1.85 -1.08 0.26 0.25
1* 2.81* -1.12 0.25 0.12
5 3.80 -0.95 0.12 0.12
6 i». 72 -0.72 0.10 0.12
7 5.20 -0.18 0.10 0.12
8 <*.72 0.50 0.12 0.12
9 3.80 0.93 0.12 0.12
10 2 .82 1.10 0.25 0.12
11 1.90 1.18 0 .26 0.12
12 1.02 1.25 0.37 O . O U
13 -11*. 97 -0.15 0.11* 0.12
2-1,0





^T i s -a
E
1.00 0.00 1.87 0.00 2.26 0.12 I*.OOE»06 l.OOE + 07
SX Ib SZ 1b MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb
0 10 0 0 0
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZBAR Elxx Elzz Elxz
0.57 -0.03 2.7UE+07 7.98E+08 1.17E+07
GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q In-lb
1 -15.51* -0.1*0 0.00 0.00 -0.31
2 0.1*5 -1.17 0.00 0.00 1.32
3 1.28 -1.05 0.00 0.00 -0.95
"» 2 .27 -1.09 0.00 0.00 0.08
5 3.23 -0>92 0.00 0.00 0 .53
6 I*. 15 -0.69 0.00 0.00 0.80
7 i».63 -0.15 0.00 0.00 0.88
8 i».15 0 .53 0.00 0.00 0.67
9 3.23 0.96 0.00 0.00 0 .25
10 2.25 1.13 0.00 0.00 -0.75
11 1.33 1.21 0.00 n . O O 1.1*1
12 0.1*5 1.28 0.00 0.00 -0.31*
13 -15.51* -0.12 0.00 0.00 -0.1*0
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A- 11.70 1*7.67
correction shear flow -3.00 -0.15
Q due to torsion -0.69 -0.21*
LATERAL LOCATION OF SHEAR CENTER AHEAD OF MID SPAR- 1.09
PREPARED BY
 _ _ X / D*TE
7 £&(/ 3/PS
L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
*
 DIVISION OF
 LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 3. A. 14-









t1X I n - l b
0





E l x x E l z z E l x z
1.83E+10 2.G5E+10 2 .20E+07
















G . l i O
10.51*
11.50





























CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A= 71(1.13
cor rec t ion shear f l o w -217.61
Q due to tors ion -7.1*9
MY Q sl ioar centcr= -7910.11
sum 2A*q= 2 . U 5 U E + 0 5
V e r t i c a l imba lance 3 -0.00


































PREPARED BY jj DATE
CHECKED
APPROVED
LOCKH E E D - C A LI FORNI A C O M P A N Y











CASE I MEAvN LOKDS
Ria UEACT.QSTA ol .SQ



































Ion sheor f low
P due to torsion
I1X In-lb C.Y in-lb i'.Z
0 G700 '





























































































































flY Q sfiear center= 35095 . U7
sum 2A*<| = -3.199E + 05
Ver t i ca l inbnloncft= O .Ud













L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 5. A. . / /
MODEL
I f\ ^^ 1 J \. t t V . i i ^ i i ^ . . _ _ — . ' ^
IUU JC W. >A/|KIC>MlUt, 6>LA^D^- REPORTNO.
SL1I $5
CAvSE: 1. MEAN LOA^DS .
WINDMILL STA 81.50




















i\ rtiifi to torsion




Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q In-lh
1*2 -2.U3 U76.37 7'*i».33 -1R.15
68 -10.73 3628.85 2109.80 -50. C6
1C -10.69 5962.39 2050.00 0 .58
12 -8.1(0 l»9!)l».C3 15r,5.78 5k. 17
51 -5.23 927. 1*2 D27.i*2 C7.71
06 0.15 -218.15 -111*. 21 7",.-,r
53 5 .53 -113S.2I* -113S.2'* 72.01
10 8.93 -5805.91* -1751*. 06 30. 3U
1*1* 10.85 -5688.1*5 -206R.53 -22.02
50 10.1*3 -331*5.72 -131,5. IS 0 .32
U2 -0.23 20C.r,i» 322. f!7 -10.11




I'.Y Q shear center- -13196.87
sum 2A*n= 7.221*E+OI*
Vert ical Imbalance™







PREPARED BY DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
/^ t'a i^st JfcD ^/*)^ A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
APPROVED I IUU KW, WINDMIUL. BLADE
E
CASE 1 . KlEAvNI U>/^DS .
WINDMILL STA 125
SX Ib SZ Ib MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb
-790 2760 287800 -1750 -5221.0
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZBAR Elxx Elzz Elxz
0.85 -0.16 1.2I.E+10 2.75E+10 1.28E+09
GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q
1 -38.97 -2.02 Ii6lt.25 786.86
2 -8.53 -9.2lt 3787.38 2201.97
3 -2.05 -9.32 6176. Itlt 2167.17
<t 5.U7 -7.60 5450.69 1708.68
5 10.28 -It. 67 12itl.72 993.38
6 12.1.5 -0.20 -7lt.26 -55.1.2
7 11.20 It. 56 -11.28.75 -!Ht3.00
8 6.52 7.86 -5951. US -1865.66
9 -0.93 9.63 -6306. lit -2212.68
10 -7.35 9.26 -3568.29 -207lt.59
11 -38.97 -O.Ht 208. It2 353.25
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A- 632. ltd 630.93
correction shear flow -53.96 -7.96
Q due to torsion -16.31 -5.il.
MY @ shear center" -13561.03
sum 2A*q- 7.ti65E*Olt
Vert ical Imbalance- 0.00

















L O C K H E E D - C A LI F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
A
 DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PAGE





CASH I. MEAN LOADS.
UI C D ' : I LI. 3TA IS 7. 5
















T . U G
5.30

























correction shear flow -C7.97
Q Hue to torsion -19.07
hY J shear center= -12f>05. .13
sum 2^= 7.915E + 01'
Vertical (nha?ance= 0.00






























PREPARED BY . X DATE




WIWJ.' . I I .L GTA 235 .0
L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAOE









O . ' J S 0 .02
E l x x El
5.99E+09


























correction shear flow -7G.G3
Q due to torsion









LOAD STRESS q In-lb
50 311*. 20 981.87 -18.88
71* 1*305. l»G 2793.87 -51*. 21
92 7130. GO 2801*. 92 21*. 61*
8'* 60UG.27 1895.38 102.20
81* 1801*. 70 11*1*3.76 129.1*5
05 -172.50 -138.00 135.27
55 -111*1*. 90 -152G.53 12G.12
i»i( -0599.91 -221*1*. 87 59.55
75 -80153.67 -2G9U.5G -30.13
i*G -1*313.12 -2507 .03 -11.33





sun 2/\*<|= 7. '*23E+Oi»
ver t ica l imbalances -0.00
g y n id spar* 32.U!>




L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
T
T \(\C^ l^\n/ \k / 1 HI rNK/l III (Z t \ r\ f*































































































CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A- 344.97
correction shear flow -91.91
Q due to torsion -21.93
MY @ shear center- -9358.65
sum 2A*q- 6.510E+04
Vertical Imbalance- -0.00












PREPAREDBY ' jf***' L O C K H E E D - C A LI F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
S) _^/-~- ^. J&7) >/-)< A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
£^O ~C^^»- * / 'y *^***^x **Y *^
CHECKED T
| 1 O fi K VJ VJ 1 KJ M 1 1 i ra i » r —APPROVED - L ' U U ^.W. VV IINJ (V| |l_L_ l2>LAvbt.
E
CKSE 1 , MEKN UOAvOS-
WINDMILL STA 389.0
SX tb SZ Ib Wk In-lb MY In-lh MZ In-lb
50 2330 169000 -190 -31*260
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZBAR E lxx Elzz E lxz





GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q In-lb
1 -29.31* -1.19 1*13.10 1376.99 -19.1*3
2 -6.21* -i».3U 569U. 63 3310.83 -55.89
3 -1.81* -l». 38 591*3.97 3265.92 21*. 93
U 3.89 -3.61 8296 .38 2600.75 11*5.59
5 8.1*0 -2.13 1071*. 19 1U32.26 163.38
6 9.53 0.13 -152.80 -25U.67 163.89
7 8.18 2.1*0 -11*30.27 -1907.03 11*6.90
8 i*.86 3.62 -7373.19 -2751.19 50.73
9 -0.68 l».U6 -737U. 08 -3277.37 -52.11*
10 -6.01* i». 28 -5252.61* -3053.86 -19.28
11 -29.31* -0.05 160.71 535.71 -21.10
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A- 227.33 226.28
correction shear flow -99.59 -12.03
Q due to torsion -31.91* -9.07
MY @ shear center- -9311*. 15
sum 2A*q- 5 .007E+OU
Vert ical Imbalance- 0.00













L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A











CAkSE. I.MEAvM L0\DS .
WINDMILL STA 1*77














2 4 . 82 -3
3 -0.80 -3.
l* 3 .87 -2.
5 6 .57 -1.
G 7.93 -0.
7 G.85 1.








correction shear flow -129.15









































MY Q shear center" -1*612.93
SUM 2A*q= 3.353E+OI*
Vert ical Inbalance= -0.00
q Q riid spar- 139.31*
PREPAREDBY ^ DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y PAOE
/3 -rft^tl Jff 3/TS A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 3/ A- ^ 3
CHECKED T





» • *•*. A jt A . • ft 1 IV ^ ^ V^WI / •* G
NDMIL-L bl-KOE.. REPORTNO.
s:; 11) SZ Ib I'.X !n-ll> MY In-lb HZ In-lb
100 1100 61*160
CALCULATE!) DATA
XBAU ZUAR El xx Elzz
0.3't -0.00 l«.29E+03 2.
CRIIi PT X-.XDAK Z-ZBAR
1 -22.01 -0.67
2 -3.92 -2.23
3 -0.66 -2 .22
!* 3.25 -1.65
5 5.66 -1.21








9 Ac 71i ti 0f, r\ I *f • •* J
correction shear flow -111*. 13
Q dun to torsion -20.70
MY J shear center* -1929.23
sum 2A*c|= 1.561E+OU
Vertic.il i rebalance3 -0.00










51.61 ISU. 32 11*2. 5i|
-330.05 -1672.10 129.39
-6296.63 -2793.50 21*. 12
-1*236.09 -3233.66 -1*9.03
-1*922.07 -3095. OU -12.97









PREPARED »Y /I DATE
CHECKED
APPROVED
L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
T








c/sfcE i. N\EAHI t-okos





MX ln-11) MY In-lb MZ In-lb
1*0000 ' 75 -7950
El xx E l zz Elxz
l.'87E+08 1.5GE+09 t t . lSE+07
GRID PT X-XBAP. Z-ZBAK LOAD STRESS q In- 11)
1 -20.03 -0 .73 213.97 1523. 3G -11.91
2 -1.G2 -1.311 G O S G . 0 7 3901.33 -23 .29
3 1.17 -1.85 1378.93 3930.81 13.52
l» 2 .57 -1.50 21(01.31. 3202.1(2 7E. f i2
5 3 .93 -1.20 1208.53 2571.35 112.07
G 5.01 -1.02 203 .32 210U.33 110.52
7 5 .63 -0.1G 55.72 3G5 .09 122.07
3 I*. 93 0 .97 -303.60 -201(7.77 115.03
9 3 .G2 1.39 -1380.90 -2'ISl.OU 77.70
10 2.30 1.73 -27G2.90 -3G83 .87 5.93
11 1.10 1.99 -970.1(5 -1(21*5. i*3 -19. GG
12 -1.1*0 1.87 -G2U7 .87 -1(005. OU -1G.35
13 -20. on -0.1(3 12l(.l»5 883 .93 -15.32
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
2A=
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
1*3. G3 7U.33
correction shenr flow -157. 9G -3.57
Q duo to torsion -27.73 -G.75
HY Q shrcar center= -1713.02
' sum 2A*q= 1.100E+OU
Vertical Ir.Tbalance0 -0.00















L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE











' \ » / 1 M rNN/i 111 r a i J N r ^ c r ' O, p
.\NlNDMlL-t. liU/\DL_. REPORTNO.




GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q In-lb
1 -17.96 -0.49 217.85 1556.10 -14.80
2 0.07 -1.51 2213.34 5902.24 68.15
3 0.98 -1.44 1468.42 5647.77 -60.15
4 2.20 -1.32 2081.84 5204.61 18.77
5 3.54 -1.16 575.98 4607.87 40.81
6 4.46 -0.85 427.19 3417.51 57.40
7 5.00 -0.07 52.91 386.21 60.10
8 4.40 0.71 -333.54 -2668.34 48.18
9 3.49 1.20 -574.76 -4598.10 27.11
10 2.25 1.44 -2223.79 -5559.48 -55.27
11 0.98 1.57 -1584.03 -6092.44 69.23
12 0.10 1.62 -2364.53 -6305.41 -19.32
13 -17.96 -0.17 43.12 307.97 -20.33
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
2A-
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
18.25
correctlon shear flow -166.95
Q due to torsion









q 8 mid spar- 183.58
PREPARED BY L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y





C/KSE. 1. MEAN UOKDS.
MNOt^H-USTA 697









XBAR ZBAR Elxx Elzz Elxz























correction shear flow -120.13
Q due to torsion -20.60
MY @ shear center- -58U.79
sum 2A*q- 2.138E+03
Vertical Imbalance- 0.00
















































PREPAREDBY ^ DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F
/? —£j(*1'flSif 3/75 A DIVISION OF LOCKHEEC
CHECKED T




CASE. 2.. MEAKI l-O^DS».
UINDMI LL STA 1*3.00
O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION ^, ^ ^7
MODEL
1L1 P 1 i* DP CLJ70S
ILL. \5l_/\Ut.. REPORT NO.
SX Ib HZ Ib !1X in-ll) HY in-lb 117. in-ll)
-1*2690 1G500 0 0
CALCULATED DATA
X3AP. ZBAPv El xx E l z z EIxz
0
1.60 0 . 2 2 1.28E+10 2.G5E+10 2 .20E+07
GRID PT X - X B A R Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q in-ll)
1 -1*0.16 ' - 2 .72 0.00 0 .00 -379. UU
2 -7.03 -12.03 0 .00 0.00 - 7 T 7 . U 7
3 -O .G5 -ll.Gi* 0 .00 0 .00 -532.1*3
I* 6.1*0 -3.90 0 .00 0 .00 l*i*.GT
5 10.51* -5.15 0 .00 0 .00 259.1*7
6 11.50 O . G 3 0 .00 0.90 6 2 7 . 7 3
7 9 .62 6 .33 0 .00 0.00 7 2 7 . 3 0
8 5.10 9 .65 0.00 0.00 719. G2
9 - 2 .58 11.50 0.00 0 .00 3 2 8 . 6 2
10 -8.51 10.96 0 .00 0.00 239. 3'*
11 -1*0. 1G -0.78 0.00 0.00 -U3.30
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A= 71*1.18 309.39
correction shear flow -1*33.30 -U2.50
Q due to torsion -17.1*9 -6 .79
MY a shear center= -18i»6i*.90
sun 2A*q= 1*. 759E+05
Vert ical imbalance3 -0.00
q Q nid spar» i»01.i»9
PREPARED BY ., DATE
^? -O *^-r / lZ&$ 5/"?5
CHECKED
APPROVED
L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y










RID REACT. JSTA lil.SU
SX Ib GZ 1L>




f'.X in-lb HY In-lb :',Z
0 > 1*7500
El xx E l z z
1.59C+10 2.9JE+10




















































































































































i:Y 0 s'loar conter= 111330.37
sun 2/\*<l = -7. 0 2 U C + 05
V e r t i c a l Irihalance= 0 . 00









PREPARED BY DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
/) •£jt~T /£f~ 3/7 $ A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
' 1 O n (/ VA./ V/ i M r> M i l_ 1 fr L A. Pi v"
»ppROVED [ 1W IS..V.. WIIMLJIV1IL.L. Ol_/\Dt.
E
CA,S»E 2 .MEAN l_O<KDS.
WINPMILL STA 81.50
:x 1!, :;/. lh I,A In-lb f.Y In-H' '7 !n-1h
-51..". 1,500 C 7 5 i > 0 0 -l|75in 13r."i:ip':
CALCl. l . '.'I f.,, uMA
XR AR / !!A!< r | -<x p. 1 27. r. 1 X7.
l.OZ -0 .05 1.5 Of. +.10 2 .03 r + l° 9.08L+08
i;, jo PI x-xr:Ai: /.-/.P.AU i.mn ~TRrr,r.
1 -3 ' ) .U2 -2.i»3 -li:-'i:.,c.l -17568.00
2 -7 .68 -10.73 7 0 7 H . 7 3 1P.OS.57
3 -1.16 -IT.P.O m-°5.15 !|277.CI,
i, 0.12 -8.1*0 2131*3. 0« oC'jn.81
lO.r.l -5 .23 7 3 3 C . 3 3 733^ .33
i, 12. Pf 0.15 1077R.^r 5 C U 3 . U 5
7 10..".". 5 . 55 ? r. T It . n. 7 ?. 5 0 '( . 8 7
.! G.J.O 8.13 -37P1.70 -11H?.23
-) -l.li't 10.85 -1SS!,".52 -5570. IT
10 -7.5' l 10.1(3 -1'*295..17 - R 2 5 R . C ?
11 -3T. i»2 -o .23 -iis7?...'o -nsnn.op.
SUPPl.F.i.r.NTM D^T.'^
r.r\.L l front Cri.|. 2 rm\r
2A= fin 7. 73 7M.30
corrncti f .n shear f low -Tit.rr. -11.01
q due to torsion -C5.2( l -ir,.r3
MY o siifi.ir centor= - 5 C R r o . 2 e
sun 2A*«|= l»?f»5r + 05
V e r t i c a l ln!.alance= 0 .00























L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
T
































































































CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A- 632.1*1*
correction shear flow -97.50
Q due to torsion -77.18
MY @ shear center- -61*160.88
sum 2A*n- 1.379E+05
Vertical Imbalance- 0.00




PREPARED BY ^^ DATE
CHECKED
APPROVED
L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
T







CA.se, 2.. MEAN LO/^DS.
UlfHiMILI. STA 187.5






Tl xx Elzz r.\ xz
B.21I!*09 I.OIT.+ IO 8. 51^ + OB
Cr* iD PT X-XP.AR 7.-ZCAR LDftp r.T^TT.S q In-lh





- 3 . 8 2 -7.50 2822 .53 1GU1.01
-3.11 -7.f.7 IMOP^S 505IJ.33
U.50 -6.12 23730.59 7UM.S8
O . l t S -l».2G 1C32G.28 8261.03




OJiG U. 77 G52.21 521.77
5 . 3 G G.5 '3 -C'"1.'--'. . f,ii -7.r,13.n5
-l.GO 7.73 -22233 .23 -7U11.08
-8.5U 7.1*2 -18111.77 -10530.13
11 -39.00 -0.30 -f.123.P2 -1015!.. 01
SUPPl.r.l.rflTAL DATA
2A=













corrcclion shear flov/ -122.02 -15.31
Q due to torsion -r.C.15 -2't.P7
!',Y o sl,i>ar center= - 5 7 C 5 0 . 2 3
sun 2'>i|= l.'ilr'r.+05
Vert ica l imbalance3










PR6PAREDBY y. DATE L O C K H E E D - C A LI F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
XV _^ / -,'jfS 2/7< A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
d ~&S*&1 1 tfrt. yj ' J
CHECKED T
APPROVED I lOO K.W, VJl NJDKl ILU Bl-ko£
E
CK£> E. 2-. WE-P^NJ i— O^>.OS
Wl HUM ILL STA 235.0
SX Ib SZ Ib IM In-lb MY In-lb IIZ I n- 1 h
-331(0 1*81*0 599500 -32230 700SOO
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZUAU El xx Elzz E lxz
0.95 0 .02 5.99E+09 1.6SE+10 9 .24E+08
GUli) PT X-XUAil Z-ZDAR LOAD STRESS
1 -37.20 -1.50 -511*5.30 -1007':. 06
2 -9.17 -6.71* 1*937.05 2870 .38
3 -3 .22 -6.92 1508i(.2B 5892.30
i* U.19 -l*.8i* 22913.69 7132.93
5 9.15 -3.&I* 10581*. 87 81*67.89
6 11.39 0.05 6097 .77 5358 .21
7 10.03 3.55 716. C7 955 .55
o 6 .23 5.1*1* -81(65.23 -2879 .33
'J -1.10 6 .75 -23510.03 -7770.01
ID -7.'J9 6.1*6 -181*63.23 -10731*. 1*1*
11 -37.20 -0.32 - 5 5 5 0 . 5 3 -17345.39
SUPPl.niEHTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A= U39.20 1*10.51
correction shear f low -136.1*3 -17.59
f} dun to torsion -94.7S -27.68
MY Q shear center- -52989.36
sun 2A*.i= 1.322E+05
Ver t i ca l lnbalance= 0.00

























L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y P^?E» -i ^ >


























































































LOAD STRESS q In-lb
-1*020.07 -12967.97 -63.93













correct Ion shear flow
























PREPAREDBY DATE L O C K H E E D - C A LI F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
/2 -£sCt^  / t^V 3/T5 A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
APPROVED L_ * '
E
C^SE i. MEA>NJ. LOKOS.
\M\Nor^\|i-L. STA 389.0












XBAR ZBAR E lxx Elzz Elxz i
0.51* -0.13 2.28E + 09 9.22E+09 2 .52E + 08




I* 3 .89 -3










correction shear flow -165.31*
Q due to torsion -117.82
MY @ shear center- -31*353.83
sum 2A*q = 8.282E+01)
Ver t ica l Imbalance- 0.00
0 0 mid sj>ar- 229,56
LOAD STRESS q In-lb
.19 -2895.17 -9650.56 -71.88
.31* 7GR2.3I* l*l*C6.l»8 -203.62
.38 1139P.33 6262.82 -76.69
.61 23260.75 7291.77 151*. 51 !
.13 5031. i»fi G708.61 199.29
.13 2130.71* 3551.23 213.81*
.1*0 -1*1*8.98 -598.61* 200.15
.62 -10319.57 -3850.59 70.76
-.1*6 -1658U. 73 -7370.99 -101*. 67
.28 -15811*. 86 -9191*. 68 -29.1*8

















L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE























































































LOAD STRESS q In-lb
-1323.28 -G752.89 -59.87
911U. 00 5298.81* -205. U8




- 7 G 7 . 9 5 -1535.90 190.81
-9583 .35 -1*028.93 1*7.81
-1301G.5G -7151. 9G -125.19
-11*277.99 -3301. 1G -25.21




cor root i on shear flow











5. 30 7 E+ 01*
Ver t i ca l imbalance3











PREPARED BY DATE L O C K H E E D • C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
/^ /&C+ jff) 3/~J $ A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
j i An )/ \.*i
APPROVED L, '
E











XDAR ZUAR El xx Elzz Elxz
U.JU -0.00 I»'.29£+03
GRID IJT X-XDAIl Z-ZBAIt
i -22.01 -J
2 -3 .92 -2
j -O.GG -2
U 3 .25 -1









2AS 7U . 1*9
correct ion shonr f low -21G.93
0 duo to torsion -100.83
MY Q shear center" -9395.83
sun 2A*<i= 2.9GSE+01*
Ver t ica l imbalance9 -0.00









.00 -311. I*G -022.92
.Cl -7729.01 -31*35.12
.13 - 7 2 G G . G U -551*7.03
.15 -1021*9.92 -Gl*l»G.i»9





























L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 3. ^ . ^7
T MODEL
1 1 OO K.SAJ NM IKir^MM i rzi A.rs.r- CL.1 7O8
L ' ~ ' • •-— 11^,1. WU-f-SUI— . REPORT NO.
E 27/ S 3
CASE. 2, NiEAN LOADS.
vJiviPMiuL, t;TA G09






MX In-lb I1Y In-lb MZ 1 n- 1 1)
72100 -5270 1*6250
El xx El 22 E l xz
1.37E+03 1.5GE+09 l«.18E*07
Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q In-lb







1.G2 -l.gl* 10230.17 0557 .80 -11*5.09
1.17 -1.85 2700.71 771G.32 -80.97
2 . 5 7 -1.50 5177.11* 6902 .85 20.70
3.'J3 -1.20 291(0.20 62G9 .79 79. GG
3.01 -1.02 719.50 5095.85 93 .50
5.U3 -0.1G 515. £1* 2805 .80 101. GG
J 'i.93 0 .97 -333.82 -185li.5G 91. 'iG
') j .G2 1.39 -HJ'Jij.lS -1*030.18 1*1*. 31
it.' 2 . 3 0 1.73 -UU21. G2 -5095.50 -5G.53
11 1.10 1.99 -1701.03 -7398.38 -9G.71!
12 -1.1(0 1.87 -12370.51 -7'I29.C1 -3I».87
13 -20 .08 -0.1*3 -8GG.70 -6190. 7l( -i*«*.9n
suppi.r.;ir.i!TAi. DATA
2A=
CELL 1 front CELL 2 roar
<*3.68 7 t t .33
corroctlon shear flou -21*1.32 -13.22
<\ iluo to torsion
MY '] ntiOcTr center =
sun 2A*<i= 1.G85E+01*














L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION J , {{• °3 $
T








,_ . f w i "j /) a





















CELL 1 front CELL
18.25 67
correction shear flow -257.03 -12.
Q due to torsion -139.80 -1*7.




1231*. 1*0 9875.23 -21*. 97
983 .65 7869.24 3.60




-2957.31 -11371*. 25 92.15
-1*516.30 -1201*3.1*7 -U3.98





MY @ shear center- -5736.67
sum 2A*q* 7.093E+03
Vert ica l Imbalance- 0.00
q @ mid spar- 337.62
PREPARED BY ./ DATE
ft -&r**i 7 *4*' J/7 5^
CHECKED
APPROVED
L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y










































Q due to torsion
MY @ shear center- -3195.83
sum 2A*q= U.133E+03
Vertical Imbalance- 0.00


















































































PREPARED BY , DATE
CHECKED
APPROVED
L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y










CAvSE 3. MEKNJ LO^DS.
Wl l.'mi LL STA' 1*8.00
SX Ib
77760
SZ Ib I1X In-lb MY In-lb MZ in-lb
-56930 0 0 0
CALCULATED DATA
XBAU ZBAI! El xx E lzz Elxz





































































0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
O . o n
0 .00
q ! n- H>











I'.Y (3 shear center= 565U5.21
sun 2A*q=- l .57GE+06
Ver t ica l imbalance' -0.00





PREPARED BY DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
^y £^^r^ _fln ?/"7<' A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
APPROVED
 u • ' ' >• ' « -H u. ' " ' 1 ^ l_ V-» V_ f\ U •«. .
E
CA.SE 3. MEAN LOAxDS.
TilR U E A C T . Q G T A - 81.50
GX Ib GZ Ib MX In-lb MY In-lb HZ In-lb
-7G010 71090 0 -157900 0
CALCULATED DATA
XEAR ZUAI1. El xx E l z z E 1 xz
1.1)2 -0 .05 1.59E + 1CI 2.93E+10 0 .08E+08






1 -39 .U2 -2.1*3 0.00 0.00 -088. <*7
2 -7 .G8 -10.73 0 .00 0 .00 -19!>G.'J3
3 -1.1G -10.01 0 .00 0 .00 -015.U1
U G.12 - 8 . U O 0.00 O . C O 1150.13
5 10.51 - 5 . 2 3 0 .00 0 .00 1GSU. 77
G 12.00 0.15 0 .00 0 .00 2300.10
7 10.58 5 . 5 5 0.00 0.00 2 3 3 2 . 2 3
3 0.10 S . 9 3 0 .00 0 .00 151G.7S
9 -1.1*1* 10.85 0.00 0.00 29.1*1*
10 -7 .50 10.i»3 O . U O 0.00 1*09.50
11 -39.1*2 - 0 .23 0 .00 0 .00 - 2 7 2 . 0 3
SUPPLEMENTAL DAtA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 roar
2A= G 9 7 . 7 3 71*3.30
, £correct ion shfeftr f low ******* — 160. ol
Q due to torsion -3G9.70 -102.22
MY U shear centcr = -33392!l. 08
sun 2A*<i° 1 .957E+OG
Ver t i ca l Imbalance" 0 .00
q Q nld spar- 1501. 32
PREPAREDBY Jj DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
/^ -£^(+ri^2'f~ 3 /7 < A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
I | r\ f\ y , .
APPROVED L
CAS£ 3, KiEJ^NJ UCAvDS
'..'imt'M I. STA 81.50
SX 1h T,Z 1b f.X In-lh I'.Y
3 i1f> -7010 -211U700
A BAR Z B A R F l xx E
l.r.2 -0 .05 1.59R + 10















correct ion shear flow 11*2.15
"I due to torsion 193.57
MY 6 si, ear center= 171*335.38
sun 2A*.i — 1.907F. + 05
Ver t i ca l irthialance= 0.00
q 3 mlri spar= -2GC.12
s,/. WINDMILL BLADE.













































PREPAREDBY DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L. 1 F O R N 1 A
6L~tA^(+rt ' v&f 3/7_5" A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT
CHECKED T




CKSE 3. MEA.N l-0^DS
WINDMILL STA 125
SX 1b SZ lb MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb
3230 -731*0 -2077700 11*6570 -1891200





* 7 / S 3
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZBAR Elxx Elzz Elxz
0.85 -0.16 1.2UE+10 2.75E+10 1.28E+09
GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD
1 -38.97 -2.02 15588.03
2 -8.53 -9.2U -16552.30
5 -2.05 -9.32 -1*2025.35
"» 5.l»7 -7.60 -55877.80
5 10.28 -l».67 -20106.85
6 12.1»5 -0.20 -1330U.39
7 11.20 l«.56 -793.25
8 6.52 7.86 27882.99
9 -0.93 9.63 50067.12
10 -7.35 9.26 37591.99
11 -38.97 -O.ll» 17529.82
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A- 632. <tl» 630.93
correction shear flow m.Ofc 21.l»7
Q due to torsion 21U.13 67.51
MY @ shear center- 178018.62
sum 2A*q«-2.0UE+05
Vert ical Imbalance- -0.00





















PREPAREDBY ^ DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
/2 " /^V«-f 1 *^£ ^/~)S * DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
APPROVED
 L *** ^
E
CASE. 3. ME.A.KJ UOKDS
unini'.iLi. STA ir,7.5
f,s lb S/. lh I IX lr,-lb I.V In-lb i\7. In-lb
2300 -7500 -US2500 130300 -13291R1
CALCULATED DATA
XGAK ZP.U F.I xx C l zz llxz





3 7 / S 5
GRID ?1 X-XRAR Z-ZDAR LP*\n STRf«5S n In-lh
\ -33. £0 -1.51 1^30. liTi 28220.21* 107.29
T -1..".: -7 . r -T -17l°.n.'" -0956.43 3«*6.32
5 -3.10 -7.F.7 -1*1*01*2.15 -15729.31* 160.78
i» l).r.O -6.12 -57807.16 -18121.37 -1*3.81
5 1.1(5 -i».2G -22071*. OR -17551.91! -112.35
C 11.80 0.20 -13779.50 -501*7.73 -138.79
7 1.1*6 l*.77 li715.2fi 3773.01 -102.1*3
S 5. 30 G.56 30108. RO 11299.10 37.31*
) -l.G" 7.73 SPOllt. 55 10G38.18 2F.0.7I*
10 -R.51* 7.1*2 1*201*9.10 21*1*1*7.15 71.52
11 -30.80 -0.30 391*9. ?t5 31003.23 91. ?0
SUPPLf.l F.,ITAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A= 530.1*5 1*9?.. ST
correct ion shear flow 182.38 22. 3U
Q due to torsion 21*0.1*5 C 8 . 8 C
MY 3 shear center= 1611*68.10
sun 2 \*<i = -2 . 123E + 05
Ver t i ca l Imbalance0 -0.00
q Q ril d spar- -331. C3
PREPARED BY DATE LOCKHEED-CALIFORNIA C O M P A N Y
/£ l&C^Tt^Tj 3/~y$ A DIVISI°N OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
_{ fOO K W WlN DM II 1 R.I it CMTAPPROVED j_ '^.VV. W 1 IN L^l'l | Ul— OL.MJC.
E
CASE 3. MEAN) UO*DS.
HINDI. ILL STA 235 .0
SX Ib SZ Ib fIX In-lb MY In-lb MZ !n-1b
1770 -71*35 -1660700 116100 -1009700
CALCULATE!) DATA
XSAf t ZUAR El xx Elzz Elxz
U.0!> 0.02 5.99E+09 1.68E+10 9.2UE+08
GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q
1 -37.20 -1.50 761*7.30 23397.80
2 -9.17 -6.7U -21U86.80 -12U92.32
3 -3.22 -6.92 -i»i»865.52 -17525.59
1, l».19 -U.8U -5i»68l|.00 -17Ht2.32
5 9.15 -3.8'» -22522 .7U -10018.19
G 11.39 0.0!> -10609.91 -JJUC7.92
7 10.03 3.55 1985.59 261*7. US
U 6.23 5.1*1* 32299.16 10986.11
0 -1.10 6 .75 60981*. 86 20328.29
in -7.99 6.1*6 l(251U.71 2U717.86
11 -37.20 -0.32 8737.31* 27301*. 18
SUPPLEHEIITAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A» 1*39.20 1*10.51
correction shear f low 207.71 26.23
Q due to torsion 2G3.25 76.89
MY J shear center-* Ht718'(.70
sun 2A*<|=-2.012E*05
Vert ical Imbalance* 0.00























L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y









































































CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A- 344.97 316.67
correction shear flow 249.58 25.75
Q due to torsion 282.93 73.04
MY @ shear center- 120730.27
sum 2A*q--1.766E+05
Vertical Imbalance- 0.00






















PREPARED BY DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
/7 ~&/(jt*f ^  l&fj ^/7^ A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
APPROVED
 L " •'
E
CKSE. 3. ME.NNI LOKbS
v>/"NDf\> \_\_ST A 389.0










XBAR ZBAR Elxx Elzz Elxz
0.51* -0.13 2.28E+09 9.22E+09 2.52E+08






6 9 .53 0
7 8.18 2







correction shear flow 267.76
Q due to torsion 353.91
MY @ shear center- 103195.98
sum 2A*q--1.3i»5E+05
Vert ical Imbalance- 0.00
q @ mid spar- -U88.76
LOAD STRESS q In-lb
.19 3090.06 10300.19 J36.l*7
.3U -21*136.1*8 -11*032.81* 1*35.92
.38 -29932.13 -161*1*6.22 221.39
.61 -52086.12 -16327.91* -11U.85
.13 -9575.98 -12767.97 -168.50
.13 -2629.06 -1*381.77 -175.12
.1*0 3986.20 5311*. 93 -131*. 99
.62 31773.69 11855.85 111.99
.1*6 1*0560.65 18026.95 390.37
.28 31*502.1*3 20059.55 119.91*






























L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE
































- 4 .74 3.












LOAD 5TP.ESS q In-lb





-2400.33 -3438 .32 -172.33
3069.19 6133.39 -135.12
25933 .63 10896.49 138.23
2 9 5 3 0 . 9 2 16253.25 422 .48
2 9 7 0 C . O O 17272.13 103.75






shear flow 34-0. 46
Q due to torsion
f'.Y Q slioar

















L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 3- A> ^T\
T MODEL
•!• 100 K \K/ V/IKIQMII i RL/vnr ct-^7O»
L REPORT NO<
C/\SE- 3>. MEAN LoAvDS.
Ul tWMILL GTA JG5
SX 11) SZ 11) MX in-lb MY in-lb MZ In-lb




















22.01 -0.67 1*08.50 2917.37 101.62
-3.92 -2 .23 -18111.17 -11390.67 I»5I*.33
- O . G G -2 .22 -15766.91* -12035.83 219.15
3.25 -1.65 -22li3i».0i* -1G059.57 -9U.36
5.66 -1.21 -3090.19 -3351.85 -131*. 07
6.1*3 -0 .26 -931*. 30 -5336.80 -11*2.79
5.6l» 1.00 192G.61* 3857 .23 -106.36
2.-J1* 1.31 20561.16 9138.65 215.87
-0.39 2.18 16150.37 12328.91 1*51.01*
-3.91* 2.15 20792.11* 13076.81 102.71
22.01 -0.30 691*. 53 i»(Jb0.93 101*. 23
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
71*. 1*9 36.79
correct ion shear f low 363.35 2 2 . 7 2
Q duo to torsion




Vor t i ca l iioljalance= 0.00









PREPARED BY DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE
/y -/L*(-t* -f -L&f 3/"?C A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 3 • A • 5 0
CHECKED T
| j OO ^^^
APPROVED L
E
C/\SE 3. ME.A.KJ LOAvDS.




wi^ns/i i i i pi j\nr cu/no$




XBAI5 ZUAl; El xx Elzz Clxz
U.' i2 -0.00 1.87E+08
GI'.lJ PT X-XRAI5 Z-ZBAR
1 -20. OS -0.
2 -1.02 -1.
j 1.17 -1.
'» 2 .57 -1.
5 3 .93 -1.
l< 5.01 -1.
7 5.63 -0.
.; i* . u 3 o .
'1 3 .62 1.
1(1 2 .30 1.
11 1.10 1.
12 -1.1(0 1.
13 -20 .03 -0.
SUPPLI I 'KCTAI . DATA
CF.I.L 1 front
2^= 1(3.63
corruci ion shear f low 397. 9'*
Q due to torsion U01.6G
1 .Y U slifior center= 2'(ol ' ) . 'Jo
sun 2 A*< i = -2 . 7V2 E+Ol*
V e r t i c a l irilmlnnce= 0.00
q (J ni'l ujinr- -u3t). 20
1.5GE+09 '(.18E+07
LOAD STKESS q In-lb
73 35l(.33 2530. 9G 116.33
31* -201'JI(.05 -1291*1*. 90 1*01.73
85 -1*959. 31 -11*11)9. '*(. 303.03
50 -yl!2.4(i -12U9.95 130.90
20 -1*927.01 -101*81*. 91 51.61*
02 -1151.37 - '159U.73 31.58
16 -G2U.56 -31*09.71'. 22 .98
97 930.1(3 5202 .60 1*3.87
39 1*11)3.70 U85i>.9i* 129.29
73 39i|i(.32 11925.76 30G.37
99 3300.1(0 Hi3l(0.57 370. M(
37 22001*. 1*7 11(1(90. OU 116.00














PREPARED BY , DATE
CHECKED
APPROVED
L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT
T










CA.SE. 3- N1E.AN l-ONOS
WINDMILL STA 653
SX Ib SZ 1b MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb






GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD














2.20 -1.32 -71l»3. ll»





2 .25 1.1*1* 7120.1*2
0.98 1.57 5178.92
0.10 1.62 7825 .63
13 -17.96 -0.17 553.2U
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
2A-






























correctlon shear flow 1*09.07 19.38
Q due to tors Ion
MY @ shear center-
sum 2A*q = -l. 12UE+QI*
Vert ical Imbalance-










L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE






-1PM II 1 PL£.nr CUHOS



































































































Q due to torsion












Vert ica l Imbalance"











PREPAREDBV - y°AJE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y







CAvSE 4-. ME.A»N UOKOS .
WIIIDMILL STA i»3.00
SX Ib SZ Ib MX in-lb !',Y In-lb MZ In-lb
111*20 -1G5SO 0 0 0
CALCULATED DVTA
XEAR ZBAK E l x x Elzz E lxz
l .GO 0 .22 1.38E+10 2.G5E+10 2 .20E+07







1 -U0.1G -2 .72 0.00 0.00 126.10
2 -7 .03 -12.03 0 .00 0.00 351.32
3 -0 .65 -11.61* o . O O 0 .00 63.61
i t 6. ' iO -3 .90 0 .00 0 .00 -273. GT
5 10.51* -5.15 0 .00 0 .00 - 3 G U . 3 7
6 11.50 0 .63 0.00 0 .00 -i*3i».71
7 9 . 6 2 6 . 3 3 0.00 0 .00 -l*i*O.Gli
^ 5.10 9 . G 5 0.00 0 .00 -233.05
9 - 2 .52 11.50 0 .00 0 . 0 0 75.1 u
10 -3.51 10. 9G 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 -M.21
11 -140.16 -0.73 0.00 0.00 i*6.9G
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A= 7U1.1S 309.39
correction shear f low 1*00.08 U1.33
Q due to torsion li*.U9 5.63
f!Y Q shear center= 15291.98
sum 2A*q=-i».i*77E+05
Vert ica l imbalance' 0.00










PREPAREDBY DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
/p >*'./ y^K ^ l"74 A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
T I AO i/ VIL / vj i KI r^i M \\ i PI >>. r-v irAPPROVED L k-.W. NV | IN VJ PM 1 L.L. loL-A^Dt..
E
C/\SE 4-, K\ENN L.OA.DS .
RIU RCACT. JSTA ol. 50
SX Ib SZ Ib MX in-lb IIY i n- H> IIZ in-lb
-'J'juO 17GSO 0 -2!)5U 0
CALCULATED DATA
XDAR ZUAIS E l xx E \ z z C l x z






G R I D PT X-XUAI t Z-ZBAR LOAD STItESG q i n- 1 1)
1
 -3'J.U2 -2. i»3 0.0!) 0 .00 -127.98
2
 -7. 63 -10.73 0 .00 n . O O -320.9 ' )
3 -l.lfa -10.00 • 0 . 0 0 0 .00 17.70
"» 0.12 -O.Un 0.00 0.00 3S1.2U
5
 10.51 -5 .23 O . O f ) O.M U 3 C . 2 /
G
 12.06 0.15 0 . 0 0 0 .00 S C O . 00
7
 - 10.58 5 . 5 5 0 . 0 0 0 .00 51(3 .30
a
 G.10 C. 'J3 0 .00 o . O O 2S1 55
9
 -l.i»U 10.85 0 .00 0 .00 -7o '3 ' i
1" -7 .50 10.1(3 0 .00 u.l iO 3i>!u;i
11 -39.1(2 - 0 . 2 3 0 .00 O . U O -514.72
SUPPLEHEI.'TAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A= 697 .73 7U3 .30
correct ion shoar f low -358.21 - U O . O S
Q due to torsion -50 .78 -1U.CI4
IIY a shear center" -i»5;!G7.01
sun 2A*q= U.807E+05
Vcrtic.il inbo>ance= 0 .00
q 0 riid spar' 35U .27
PREPARED BY yv DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L I F
/7 ^X%*r /Jj^ l} 3' 5^ A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED
CHECKED T
APPROVED L '(-J<~' K.W. VAJIN1D
E
CKSE 4-. MEMSJ UOKOS,
ill i ni ,i 1 1 STA r. i 5n
O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAOE
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION ^ . \ , 55
MODEL
'1 1 L-l— C) L-AvO C | REPORT NO.
•27153
f.X lh r,7. IK I'.X In-lh F.Y In-lh 17 In-lh
-?i*o -no -sr,oi*nn 2151
CALCULATED DATA
Xr.AR ZBAPv El xx Fizz
1.02 -0 .05 1.59F.+ 10 2.93C+10
GRID F'T X-XP.AR Z -ZT 'VR I.DM
- 3 2 7> *> 1 0
r ixz
9 .03E + OP.
•) STRTSS n In-lh
1 -3'J.li2 -2.U3 21*07.95 3837. Ill -0.9R
2 -7.03 -10.73 525'4 .m» -3051*. C7 1.01
3 -1.1C -10.CT -11113.23 -3332.17 -0.07
4 f.,12 -8.1*0 -1"i"1 . "' -3Pr,.S.7J -':.7'
5 10.51 -5 .23 -3221.12 -3221.12 -0.13
r, 12. or. 0.15
7 10.58 5 .55
'»Gc!3.ni -11*09.35 1.72
7 7 G . 8 9 77G.89 2 .8G
3 C.10 C . 9 3 f.531.f:R 2 5 7 7 . 5 5 6.01
1 -l.Ul* 10.85 11570.51 1*207. l»0 7.?5
IT. -7 .50 10.1*3 3 2 3 5 . 0 5 1*787.82 3.15
. 11 -33.1*2 -0.?3 3011.25 U705 .07 1.12
SUPPI flllEMTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 roar
2A= r,07.73 7ii3.30
correct ion shear f lov/ 1.6U O.lf,
Q due to torsion 3.1*8 0.9f.
MY ij shear center" 311*1.88
sun 2A*q= -2 .260E+03
Ver t i ca l lrihalance= -0.00














L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE











• vMmonu L mime cl-nos























correction shear flow 0.29
Q due to torsion
MY @ shear center-
sum 2A*q— 4.461E+02
Vert ical Imbalance-




LOAD STRESS q In-lb
.02 1807.95 3064.33 0.80
.21* -5118.57 -2975.91 5.47
.32 -101*25.36 -3658.02 4.80
.60 -11797.96 -3698.42 5.97
.67 -3707.54 -2966.03 6.92
.20 -1783.71 -1331.12 8.21
.56 958 .07 766.46 9.35
.86 8302.18 2602.57 11.17
.63 11633.98 4082.10 11.18
.26 7863.38 4571.73 4.39







L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A




APPROVED IOO K.W. WlKJDMiLL REPORT NO.
2.1 \
CASE. - MEAN





SZ Ih IIX In-lh I'.Y In-lh 117. I n - l h
110 -380120 Or.OO -1.713.10
1.22 -n.12
Elxx rizz
R.21F. + 00 1.









10 -R. 5t( 7. U7





















I.Y Q shear center= 553U.G2
sum 2A*q= 3.10UF.+03
Vertical lnhalance= C.OO































S/ °ATE L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE
i','2f 5/xS * DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 5 . ^ . £^
T MODEL
T In/) I<L\A./ V>J I Mi-i r, i i i i »^ , <i ^ r- C1_1"7OST » <JU r^VS/, VS/IK)DM\ L.L. &UADE. REPORT NO.
E 4» ME.^ ^sJ UO/VDS.
ILL STA 235.0
^;; lb SZ Ib (IX In-lb HY
-1UO 210 -2901*00
LATE!) DATA



































LOAD STRESS q In-lb
50 G01.U9 1879.67 -0.76
71* -1*627.23 -2690.25 -0.38
92 -iU88.i*9 -3193.63 5.12
81* -8585.33 -2690.70 12.53
81* -3181.21 -251*1*. 97 15.76
05 -970.53 -776.1*3 17.51*
55 789. 118 1052.61* 17.52
1.1* 6633.65 2256 .3U 13.93
75 1026'*. 61* 3U21.55 6.02
1*6 61*73.06 37G3.U1 2.05













PREPAREDBY // DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F 6 R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
X£ ^Z^&fl **£ 3/75 * DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
T I r\r\ ^f v f / VrAPPROVED [ 1°° K.W. vs
E
C^E. 4-. MEAVJ LOA^DS.
WINDMILL STA 301











XBAR ZBAR Elxx Elzz Elxz
0.69 -0.06 4.19E+09
GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR
1 -33.79 -1.
2 -7.61 -5.












correction shear flow -11.49
Q due to torsion 3.48
MY 'a shear center- 1484.70
sum 2A*a» 8.116E+03
Vert ical Imbalance- -0.00




































L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION






C»\£>E 4. MEAN LOKDS.
WINDMILL. STA 389.0




















n due to torsion




Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q In-lb
31* -1.19 71.38 237.91* -3.88
21* -i*.3l» -221*8.57 -1307.31 -9.26
8l( -4.38 -2576.57 -11*15.70 8.09
89 -3.61 -1*095.60 -1283.89 36.37
UO -2.13 -667.1*7 -889.96 1*1.15
53 0.13 -98.39 -163.98 1*2.05
18 2.t*0 1*61*. 19 618.93 39.lt*
86 3.62 2936.68 1095.78 19.73
68 l*.l*6 3362. U9 11*91*. 1*1* -3.15
01* l*.28 2666.92 1550.53 -1.1*1*
3U -0.05 181*. 91* 616.1*6 -3.01*




MY @ shear center- -1*00.31
sum 2A*q« 1.098E+OI*
Vertical Imbalance-




















L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
T




3.* . * |
MODEL ^
REPORT NO.
SX Ib SZ Ib HX In-lb MY In-lb HZ In-lb
-75 560 -161*60 935 -5220
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZBAR E lxx Elzz Elxz
0.55 -0.03 1.05E+09 6.00E+09 1.27E+08
GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q
1 -25.35 -0.87 1*5.29 167.73
2 -U.82 -3.21* -776.21 -1*51.29
3 -0.30 -3.23 -861.63 -1*98.05
i( 3.37 -2.39 -1005.08 -1*22.30
5 6.57 -1.92 -228.58 -380.96
6 7.95 -0.05 -72.57 -103.67
7 6.35 1.31 100.69 201.39
3 U.30 2.57 836.32 351.39
9 -O.US 3.27 9Mt.20 513.79
in -l*.7U 3.13 9i»2.61 51*8.03
11 -25.35 -0.17 71*. 97 277 .65
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
2A=













correction shear flow -38.09 -3.16
Q due to torsion
MY i] slienr center-
-2.1*0 -0.56
-1*05.00
sum 2A*q = 9 .335E+03
Vertic.il Ii.ibalance' -0.00














L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION S . A 62
T MODEL
! 100 K V/ VJINDM1LL P>LA.DE CU7O^
L ' ' REPORT NO.
i/IIWMILL GTA 5G5
SX Ib GZ Ib MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb




El xx Elzz Elxz
U.29E+08 2.G8E+09 2.S3E+07
GRin PT X-XDAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q In-lb
1 -22.01 -0.67 37.16 265.1*1* -l».55
2 -3.92 -2.21! UOU.55 251*. l»i» -18.31
3 -O.G6 -2.22 28G.65 213.82 13.69
i» 3.25 -1.65 283.57 128.25 68.13
i 5 .GG -1.21 23.65 63.91 71*. UO
G 6.1*3 -0.26 -9.63 -31*. 1*0 75.80
7 5.GI* 1.00 -71*. 10 -11*3.21 70.10
3 2.9i» 1.81 -1*52.91 -201.29 19.1*8
'J -0.39 2.18 -2GI».31 -201. 76 -17.55
13 -3.91* 2.15 -271.81 -170.95 -1*. 61*
11 -22.01 -0.30 32.19 229.90 -I*. 93
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
2A=
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
71*. 1*9 36.79
correction shear flov/ -57.18 -3.58
f> duo to torsion
MY J slionr center"
sun 2A*.|= 7.823E+03
Ver t i ca l Imbalance3









L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
T 1 O C) \^ \A. / \A / 1 K. 1 I"N K/l ill n i * *H r-





c^se. 4 MEAN L_O*DS
VM\MOM)U-STA 609









XCAI! ZBAR El xx Elzz E 1 xz
























































U 6 . 5 G








correction shear flow -55.57
Q iluc to torsion -G.3U
MY U shear center" -391.52
sun 2A*<|= 3.371E+03
Vertical inbalance= -0.00














PREPARED BY jy DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y PAOE
/) "I&Cl^ t T*^L 3/7^ A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION "J , A. . 64 •
CHECKED T
T 1 OO l<£ \JJ
APPROVED L ' w w >"X.'»t-
E
CAvSE -4-, MEA.KJ LO^DS.
WINDMILL STA 653







XBAR ZBAR Elxx Elzz Elxz
0.88 -0.01 5.08E+07 1.06E+09 1.72E+07

















correction shear flow -61.03
Q due to torsion -11.33
MY @ shear center- -464.72
sum 2A*q= 1.677E+03
Vert ical Imbalance- 0.00
q 8 mid spar- 65.66
LOAD STRESS q In-lb
49 49.38 352.70 -5.43
51 360.97 962.60 24.90
44 238.18 916.07 -20.47
32 334.82 837.05 8.64
16 91.54 732.32 16.83
85 66.63 533.04 23.07
07 4.86 35.49 24.26
71 -57.45 -459.57 20.07
20 -96.18 -769.42 12.49
44 -367.78 -919.45 -17.35
57 -259.85 -999.42 26.79
62 -386.00 -1029.33 -5.57













PREPAREDBY ^ DATE L O C K H E*E D - C A LI F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
/2_ '£sC* '^* /^ 2S 3 /"}f A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
-}. 1 (\ Q IX \A» \M 1 kj fS K/) 111 IS, L^AL D F
APPROVED






 ' ' ' 1— I- *•* "»-r-v L-' 1 — .
E
CAvSl. 4-« ME.A.N LOADS-
wiMC>Nm-\- STA 697
SK Ib SZ Ib MX In-lb MY Jn-lb MZ In-lb
0 180 1500 150 -910
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZBAR Elxx Elzz Elxz






GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q In-lb
1 -15.51* -0.1*0 38.15 272.52 -3.66
2 0.1*5 -1.17 239.1*1 638.1*1 25.56
3 1.28 -1.05 11*8.23 570.12 -11.85
I* 2 .27 -1.09 11*7.15 588.58 6.75
5 3.23 -0.92 61.57 1*92.56 li*.76
6 i*.15 -0.69 36.39 363.91* 19. 7U
7 l». 63 -0.15 6.77 67.65 21.20
8 U.15 0.53 -37.72 -301.77 17.35
9 3.23 0.96 -66.66 -533.28 9.83
10 2.25 1.13 -155.68 -622.72 -8.21*
11 1.33 1.21 -172.1*1* -663.25 27.17
12 0.1*5 1.28 -261.92 -698.1*6 -l*.31
13 -15.51* -0.12 16.76 119.73 -5.28
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A- 11.70 U7.67
correction shear flow -53.96 -2.78
Q due to torsion -7.13 -2.50
MY @ shear center- -202.51
sum 2A*q« 9.600E+02
Vertical Imbalance- 0.00
q 8 mid spar- 55.82
PREPARED BY DATE
3/75-
L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION . t\ . (3
CHECKED
APPROVED
T IOO Kyv. Wl > M l BL,
4-. dVCUC UOKDS.











1.60 0 . 2 2
El xx Elzz EIxz




































O . G 3
G . 3 3

































- 1 U U . 2 7




CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A= 71*1.13
correction shear flow -11*2.22
Q due to torsion -k.27
f!Y Q shear center= -U510.87
sum 2A*i|= 1.635E+05
Ver t ica l Imbalance3 0.00




PREPARED BY L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y




2"7 / 5 3
C Y C L - t C
r t l E P.EACT.'jSTA U1.50
GX Ib SZ 11)





I I Y i n - l b
-1(100

















E l : x x E l 2 2 E l x z












0 . 0 0
O . O U
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0.00
0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0
0.00
0 . 0 0
0.00
O . U O
CELL 1 front
24= G97.73
correction shear flow -121.93
Q due to torsion -20.UO
>'!Y (] shear center= -18U25.22
sun 2A*q= 1.G67E+05
Vertical inb,ilancc= 0.00











0 . 0 0
0 .00
O . C I O
0.00
0 . 0 0
O U . 7 J
0 7 i 2 ^
231 00
251.73
227 . ' i^
1 2 S . G 2











PREPARED BY . DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
/y-^^-t-r f^f 3 /7-S A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
; |f>r> |<LW w 1 Kin
APPROVED 1 ^. • VN MVJ U
E
C^<S>& 1,2.3,. 4-. CYCLIC I_OA«,DS .
UIM)hll.l. STA 81.50
SX Ih SZ Ib MX In-lb MY In-lb
-1525 -960 -183500 1*100
CAI.nil.VTF.n DATA
XRAR ZBAR F.lxx F.lzz
1.02 -0.05 1.59E+10 2.93E
GP.in PT X-XBAP. Z-7.BAR
1 -33.1*2 -2.1*3
2 -7.C8 -10.73




7 10. 5R 5 .55
8 C.10 8.93
3 -1.1*1* 10. R5
10 -7.50 10.1*3
11 -39. U2 -0.23
SUPPI.EtlF.IJTAL DATA



































correction shnar flow lfi..tn 1
"J clue to torsion G.91 1
MY j shear center" 621*2.09
sum 2A*c]=-2.l»78E+Oi*
Ver t ica l Imbalance- 0.00











PREPAREDBY _ DATE L O C K H E E D - C A LI F O R N 1 A
$ -&/(*~y7 ,^f 3 f~7 'S A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT
CHECKED T
I ,
 AT 1 O D 1 ' v.r J \r / 1 \ I n t A \ ' i in.APPROVED ,_ - ' VVII'Ml-' l 1 t_ L_ (O
E
CASE. 1,2.^4-. CYCLIC LOADS.
WINDMILL STA 125
SX lb SZ lb MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb
-11UO -U73 -12171*0 21*30 325900








XBAR ZBAR Elxx Elzz Elxz
0.85 -0.16 1.2I*E*10 2.75E+10 1.28E*09
GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD
1 -38.97 -2.02 -2732.99
2 -8.53 -9.21* -301*7.16
3 -2.05 -9.32 -2956.01*
it 5.U7 -7.60 -92.03
5 10.28 -U.67 967.09
6 12. U5 -0.20 1885.10
7 11.20 l*.56 2092.05
8 6.52 7.86 «*537.i»5
9 -0.93 9.63 2059.25
10 -7.35 9.26 -75.23
H -38.97 -O.ll* -2637.1*8
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A- 632.«*l* 630.93
correction shear flow 8.66 1.02
Q due to torsion 5.31 1.67
MY @ shear center- 1*1*11.07
sum 2A*q--1.250E*OU
Vertical Imbalance- 0.00

















L O C K H E E D - C A l_ 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
A
 DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
.*.. 70
CHECKED





CASE. I2. 4-4-. CYCLIC- LOADS.
V/INOMC I- STA 1,;7.5
•;.. lh r.7. )b I..! ln-1h f.Y !n-1h \ ?. in-1^
























- 2 ' i n o . r s
n 2 5 . ° T
-l.680.i-3
CFI.L 1 front Cf.l.L 2 renr
5 3 0 . 4 5
correct ion shear f low u. ' tG
(^ (luc- to tor:, ion 'i.l*7
I'.Y (3 shf-nr center= iilfi't.fif1
sum 2A*<i = -7. 5CJF.+03
V e r t i c a l inhalanco3 1.00
n ^ P.I H spar= -9.05
O . r o
1.2?.
STRESS
- sas . ic
?75.1'i
-
r>25t ' .3 r ;
q In-lh
-5.39







2 2 . 7 3
1..19
PREPAREDBY yy DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
$ t^X*»-» t^ ^Q 3 /-) <$ A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
T 1 OO K W VJINDMILL B, L A. D £
APPROVED
 L • '
E
CKSE 1,2.4,4-. CYCLIC U6*DS.
UII.'iJIIII.L STA 235 .0
SX Hi SZ Ib !IX In-Jb MY tn-lb MZ 1 n- 1 b
-9o5 -190 -371*00 1530 208300
CALCULATED DATA
XUAIl ZUAI! E lxx Elzz E lxz
U.95 0.02 5.99E+09 1.68E+10 9.2UE+08
GKIIi PT X-XCAU Z-ZBAIJ LOAD STRESS q
1 -37.20 -1.50 -H(G6.03 -1*581.35
^ -9.17 -G.7I* -21(20.08 -11*07.1*9
3 -3.22 -6.92 -177't.21 -693.05
I* l».19 -I*. 81* yi»8.l*3 297.31
'j 9.15 -3.8'( 117U.88 91(3.10
0 11.39 0.05 1731.12 1381*. 90
7 10.03 3 .55 1029.1*8 1372. GU
3 G . 2 3 5.1»'( 2922 .00 003.38
') -1.10 6.75 1(83.79 1B1.2G
I:) -7.99 6.l»G -1183.03 -687.81
11 -37.20 -0.32 -H(i*9.5i» -1*529.82
SUPPl.BiniTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A= 1*39.20 1*10.51
correction shear flow U.7I* 0.1*3
Q duu to torsion 5.72 1.09
/iY 'J shour center" 2077.61
sum ^A*(4=-i». 5'*5E+03
Ver t i ca l imbalance3 0.00























PREPARED BY .1 DATE










L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
T












GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q In-lb
1 -33.79 -1.17 -1162.12 -371*8.76 -5.1*0
2 -7.61 -5.61 -1717.75 -998.69 -10.09
3 -2.11 -5.72 -977.0U -397.17 -16.18
I* l».19 -l». 80 866.39 322.08 -11. 84
5 8.12 -3.50 791.74 791.74 -7.53
6 10.63 -0.34 1332.88 1159.02 -0.04
7 9.03 3.22 1085.99 1085.99 6.21
8 5.50 4.68 1990.80 740.08 17.94
9 -1.13 5.72 113.27 41.19 19.23
10 -7.63 5.46 -1171.27 -680.97 7.65
11 -33.79 -0.14 -1152.89 -3719.00 1.16
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
2A-
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
344.97 316.67
correction shear flow 3.28 0.31
Q due to torsion


















L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION















































































MY @ shear center- 717.26
sum 2A«q--7.274E+02
Vert ical Imbalance- -0.00










PREPARED BY . j DATE
_/ <£-C, , J^?5 ^/7S'
CHECKED
APPROVED
CASE 1,2 £ 4.
W I N D M I L L STA 1*77
L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED A I R C R A F T CORPORATION
T








S* "•> SZ Ib fix In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb
-3GU -15 -735 270 391*00
CALCULATED DATA
XD'VR ZtiAR
0 . 5 5 -0.03
1^1 xx El zz C lxz
1.05E+09 G.OOE+09 1.27E+OC
GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZDAR LOAD STRESS q In-lb
1 -25 .35 -0.87 -1.1.9. 20 -1663.71 -3.69
2
"••32 -3.21* - 538 .92 -313.32
3
 -0.80 -3 .23 -35.38 -'*9. 35





6 - 5 7 -1.92 260 .03 1*33.38
7.93 -0.05 301*. 61* 520 92
C.85 1.31 22i». 12 1*1*3.21*
*».30 2 . 5 7 600 .56 2C0 .07
<J





<*.7i» 3.13 -51.0.21* -311*. 09
5.35 -0.17 -1*1*9.38 -1061*. 38












correct ion shenr flow 0.58 0.03
Q duo to torsion
MY J shenr center"
sum 2A*(|=-1. 70SE+02
Ver t i ca l irnbn lance"













PREPARED BY yy DATE





L O C K H E E D - CA LIFORNI A C O M P A N Y









SX Ib SZ Ib MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb -*
-185 -5 120 105 11*130 LOA O CASE ~" A
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZBAR El xx Elzz Elxz
0.81* -0.00 i*.29E+08 2.68E+09 2.83E+07
GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q










-3.92 -2.28 -301*. 89 -191.75
-0.66 -2.22 -27.01 -20.62
3.25 -1.65 1*08.1*1 181.52
5.66 -1.21 113.05 305.55
6.1*3 -0.26 95.23 31*0.10
5.61* 1.00 11*5.32 290.64
2.9U 1.81 322 .92 11*3.52
-0.89 2.18 -78.99 -60.30
-3.9U 2.15 -350.71 -220.57
11 -22.01 -0.30 -161.82 -1155.89
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
2A-














correction shear flow 0.26 0.01
(\ due to torsion




Ver t ica l imbalance1 0.00









PREPARED BY ^. DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
£f ^/ .
 t , t1' ' \ "•• ' .'>'. * DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
APPROVED L <J IN..VV \7VM\J LJI'IIL-L- <->L_J\Ut..
E
CASE lt^ ^ 4-. CYCLIC LOKDS.
\mts\tiNM\.l- CTA G09
UX 1!) SZ 1!> MX !ri-1l) MY In-lb Mi'. 1 n- 1 1,
-7;) 0 11*0 GO 7'tlO
CALCULATED DATA
XUAI' ZBAIl E l x x Elzz E 1 xz
J.')2 -0.00 1.87E+03 1.5GE + U!) I».1CE+07
iJRII'i I'T X-XUAIl Z-Z15AR LOAU STIlESS
1 -20.03 -0.7« -132.76 -91*8. 2G
2 -1.G2 -1.81* -G9.55 -i*l(.b8
J 1.17 -1.S5 31.25 39.27
U 2 .57 -1.50 112.51 150.01
i 3.93 -1.20 Mo. 57 209 .73
13 5.01 -1.02 50.99 250 .22
/ 5 .G3 -0.1C, 1*9.02 272.31*
u i*.'J3 0 .97 39. 30 213.32
') 3 .G2 1.39 G 9 . 5 3 11*7. 9lt
HI 2 .30 1.73 58.90 78.53
11 1.10 l.'J9 3 .75 16.33
i:; -l.'»0 1.37 -157. 9<) -101.28
lj -20.03 -0.1*3 -133.52 -953.70
50"Pl.r.!iniTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 roar
2A= 1*3. Go 7 i>.33
corrr-ct ion shonr f lo\v -0 .25 -0 .02
Q dun to torsion U.37 0.21
i;Y (§ biioiir cotiter= 53. 7G
sun 2A-I- 1.UJ1C+.I1
Vurt ic . i l inl>.j1nncc- -0.00

























PREPARED BY ^^ DATE L O C K H E E D - C A LI F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
'/•*^^*»V -&TJ _? /?£ A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
T ion v ^A/ w ' MAPPROVED "• T IC/VJ l<«. VV. W • IM
E
CASE 1 -2,44-. CYCLIC- LOAO>£>.
WINDMILL STA 653
SX 1b SI Ib MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ
-65 0 90 0
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZBAR Elxx Elzz
0.88 -0.01 5.08E+07 1.06E+09















CELL 1 front CELL 2
2A- 18.25 67.71*
correction shear flow -0.2U -0.01
Q due to torsion -0.13 -0.01*
MY @ shear center- -5.39
sum 2A*q= 1.067E+01
Vert ica l Imbalance" 0.00






































L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION ^ J\ . 7 S
T MODEL
-r 1 OC> l£.\f\l \t\l t M r*> i\«i i i i Ri rxrsr* .. .. 'T iw*-' Ifc-w . w j l\*l^ ) IVJ 1 L.L OLAOri^ REPORT NO
t 2-7 IS ?




Ib MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb
0 50 0 1430
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZBAR Elxx Elzz Elxz
0.57 -0.03 2.7l»E + 07 7.98E + 08 1.17E+07
GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q In-lb
1 -15.511 -O.l»0 -38.55 -275.79 -1.12
2 0.45 -1.17 14.55 58.79 -0.94
3 1.28 -1.05 13.22 50.85 -0.94
4 2.27 -1.09 17.50 70.00 -0.60
5 5.23 -0.92 10.39 85. 1* -0.57
6 4.15 -0.69 9.1(0 95.97 -0.15
7 It. 65 -0.15 8.87 88.69 0.09
8 It. 15 0.55 7.77 62.19 0.5<l
9 3.23 0.96 it. 27 3it.l6 0.52
10 2 .25 1.13 2.95 11.80 0.74
11 1.33 1.21 -1.85 -7.11 1.08
12 0.1(5 1.28 -9.39 25.04 1.06
13 -15.54 -0.12 -39.35 -281.08 -0.03
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
2A-
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
11.70 47.67
correction shear flow -0.22 -0.02
Q due to torsion
MY @ shear center"
-0.05 -0.02
-1.45
sum 2A«<1" 4.778E + 00
Ver t ica l Imbalance






L O C K H E E D - C A LI F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
A D|VISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
PAGE
CHECKED
















l.GO 0 . 2 2
Elxx Elzz Elxz
1.8SF.+ 10 2.65E+10 2 . 2 0 E + 0 7
GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR
1 -1(0.10 -2.72
2 -7.08 -12.03
3 - O . G 5 -11.GU
I , G . U O -3 .00
5 It) .Sit -5.15
G 11.50 O . G 3














0 . 0 0
0.00









O . C O
0.00
















correction shear flow -263.71
Q due to torsion -1.G9
I1Y Q shear center" -10226.i»2
sun 2A«q= 3.009E+05
Vertical Imbalance" -0.00













PREPARED BY ^^y DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
/•> d/ ~Zf 2 1") '< A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION£/.•&**+?> ^ 44- 1 '— '
CHECKED T
T ino K NA7 w i N1 r»NH i l-L (M rVr*
APPROVED
 L ' ^
E
CASE 3. CVCHC LOADS.
RIB REACT. ,3STA 31. 50
3X Ib :',Z Ib ilX in-lb IIY i n- 1 b HZ i n- 1 b
-GG50 13530 0 -10250 0
CALCULATED DATA
XEAI1 2BAU E l x x E l z z C l x z
1.02 -0 .05 1.5UC+10 2 .93E+10 U . O S E + O U
GRID PT X-XUAIl Z-ZLiAK LOAD STRESS <l
1 -39. U2 -2 .U3 0 . 0 0 O . D O
2 -7 .G8 -10.75 0 .00 0 .00
3 -1.1G -10. G9 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
U G.12 -U.l iO 0.1)0 0 .00
5 10.51 -5 .23 O . U O 0 . 0 0
b 12. CG 0.15 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
7 10.38 5 . 5 5 O . n o 0 . 0 0
0 0.10 S . 9 3 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
9 -1.1*1* 10. U5 0 . 0 0 0 .00
10 -7 .50 10.1*3 0 .00 O . O C
11 -39.1*2 - 0 . 2 3 0 .00 0 . 0 0
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A= 097 .73 71*3.30
correct ion shear f low - 2 7 3 . 7 2 -31.02
Q clue to torsion -1*7. GU -13.17
liY J shear ccntcr= -1*3032.20
sun 2A*< j= 3 .675E+05
Ver t i ca l inba1nnce= -0.00
q J nld s[>ar= 277. 17
^••




2 9 5 .






























PREPAREDBY ^^. DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE
& ~&^>yV i^ Z f^) «3/jr5' A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION ^ . /^. % )
APPROVED














XBAR ZBAR Elxx Elzz Elxz
1.02 -0.05 1.59E+10 2.93E+10 9.08E+08















correction shear flow 35.35
Q due to torsion 16.03
MY @ shear center- 14482.75
sum 2A*q--4.7l»8E+04
Vertical Imbalance" 0.00
q 9 mid spar- -42.96
LOAD STRESS q In-lb
43 1470.45 2297.57 14.26
73 -3613.32 -2100.76 40.56
69 -7455.05 -2570.71 6.95
40 -8094.78 -2537.55 -28.83
23 -2073.03 -2073.03 -37.82
15 -1624.25 -850.39 -44.41
55 600.23 600.23 -41.38
93 5857.92 1769.76 -14.43
85 7704.85 2801.76 20.08
43 5406.71 3143.43 1.03














PREPAREDBY DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A
/> _X y. "JvC S / —K, A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT££ -C&^^ *ir f f ^ f p j / / — '
CHECKED T
1 i • _
APPROVED L U K-W \AJ
E
CKSE. 3- C Y C L I C UO/VDS
WINDMILL STA 125
KlDMl l_L_
C O M P A N Y PAGE
CORPORATION 3 A - 8 y
MODEL
m i.r r c tnofc
Ol— r\UC. REPORT NO.
^2-7153
5)( Ib SZ Ib m In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb
51*0 -11*50 -339700 11100 -1291*00
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZRAR Elxx Elzz
0.85 -0.16 1.2l*E + 10 2.





5 10.28 -I*. 67
6 12.1*5 -0.20
7 11.20 l*.56
8 6 .52 7.86
9 -0.93 9.63





correction shear flow 28. Ul
Q due to torsion 20.82
MY Q shear center- 17309.29
sum 2A*q = -l». 033F.+OI*
vert ical Imbalance- 0.00

































L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF






CASE 3- CYCLIC LO^OS.






f,7. 1h MX In-lb f!Y In-lh I'.Z ln-H>
-131*0 -266020
El xx Elzz r. 1x7.




























































correction shear flow 32.50
1 duo to torsion 20.RR
MY Q s! 'Mr conter= l',02'*.l(i|
sun 2A*'| = -3.701E+04
Vertical ir.bnlance= 0.00
























PREPARED BY . DATE
^XL ~&^*v /• i^ ( j/"J}
CHECKED
APPROVED
L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
T







CfcvSE. 3. CYCLIC L.OKDS.
Ulfl!)MILL STA 235 .0
3X Ib ;iZ H> MX in-lb MY in-ll) ,'1Z i n- 1 b




El xx Elzz Elxz
5 .99E+09 1.G8E+10 9.2ltE*0!i
OR 10 PT X-XDAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q
1 -37 .20 -1.50 3G0.3'i 1126.05




- 3 . 2 2 - G . 9 2 -6075 .79 -2373. 3G
'».19 -i».8i» -G217.53 -19U9.07
9.15 -3.8lt -2259. S3 -!Jj07.86
'' 11.39 0 .05 -G15.58 -'(92.1(6
7




G . 2 3 5.H1* 5 0 0 2 . 0 7 1701.38
1.10 6 .75 7!>22. 5G 2 5 0 7 . 5 2
7.99 G. l*G i *GG3.72 2711.1*6
11 -37 .20 -0.32 1(97.79 1555.59
SUPPLOlEilTAL DATA
2A=














co rnc t ion r.honr f lo \ / 31*. 32 '(.32
Q duo to torsion
MY 'J slir-.ir center =
sun 2A*n=-3. 325E+QI*
Ve r t i ca l inl),il rince=
q j Did s pa r » - U i( .






















L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT
T
T loo kyv. wi
E
C LOKDS .














El xx Elzz Elxz
l».19E+09 1.32E + 10 3.90E+08






































CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
31*1*. 97 316.67
correctlon shear flow 37.21 3
Q due to torsion


















PREPARED BY DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
/> _XV_- '^f ? /— 1 C A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
^ -^O^*» }£^p 3 / j j
CHECKED T





SX Ib SZ Ib MX In-lb MY
1*0 -750 -83500
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZBAR E lxx E
0.51* -0.13 2.28E+09





5 8 .UO -2









correct ion shear flow 32.10
Q due to torsion 20.52
MY 9 shear center- 5 9 8 2 . 3 8
sum 2A*q = -1.613E*OI*
Ve r t i ca l Imbalance- 0.00
0 @ mid spar- -1*2.91










LOAD STRESS q In-lb
.19 16.1*0 51*. 66
.31* -2561*. 37 -11*90.91




.1*0 557 .27 71*3.02
.62 331*2.11 121*7.05
.1*6 3709 .77 16U8.79

















PREPAREDBY DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y PAGE
/?^^^»V*J^9' 3 /7$ A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION ^ A* % "7
CHECKED T MODEL
. 1 1 0 D \{ \tJ VA./ i K» r\ is/i i i 4 P, i fSPvP CL-.'"70oAPPROVED L IN.W. WINDMILL. ttL_/\UC:. REPORTNO.
CKSE. 3 CYCLIC LO/KDS.
UMKHilLL STA 1*77
SX ll> '32 Ib I'X in-lb I1Y
10 -515 -30600
CALCULATED DATA
XDAR ZUAR n xx El
U .J5 -0.03 1.05E+09




I* 3 .G7 -2.
5 0 .57 -1.
0 7 .93 -0.
7 6 .85 1.
3 l*.30 2.
ID -I*. 7i* 3*.




correction shear f low 3U.9G
Q due to torsion 15.02
11 Y J shear center= 2538. OU
sun 2A*( |=-9 .07GE+03
Ver t i ca l Irnba1ance= 0.00












LOAD STRESS q in-lb
87 -11*. 82 -51*. 90 6.10
21* -1855.07 -1078.53 23.1*1
23 -1927.91 -1111*. 1*0 -3 .73
39 -20G7 .07 -808 .52 -32. di
92 -1*39.08 -731.79 -38.75
05 -07.18 -95 .97 -39.59
31 280.13 500.26 -35.59
57 2020.71 8U9.01* -6.99
27 2072 . G3 1138.31 22.11*
13 19UG.S3 1131.90 5 .83





PREPARED BY L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 3- A • O
APPROVED Ll_ BLM REPORT NO.
CA.SE. 3.CYCXIC LOADS .






















- O . G G
3 .25
5 . G G






















































correction shenr flow 49.35
Q <lui; to torsion 15.30
:!Y Q shrnr ccntnr= 1425.59
Vertical inb,il;ince= 0.00















G . 4 2
6.33
PREPAREDBY , DATE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F
$.&S&1'(ijl% 3/7$ A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED
CHECKED T
T ' 0 G I' VA/ vJlKiDr
APPROVED L
E
C^SE 3. CYCL.IC UO/KDS,
vjujot^AiLA OTA GO'J
O R N I A C O M P A N Y PAGE
 f l
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION ^.&, « \
MODEL
^ iL ' Ri./xnp ci_i7oS
REPORT NO.
SX 11) SZ lb I1X In-ll) MY In-lb \\2 In-lb
0 -175 -G050 190
CAI rill.ATEn DATA
XIJAK ZI5AI! El xx "El zz




Giiin ->j X-XIJA:: H-^UAR LOAD STKESS <i in-ib
1 ' -20.03 -0.7t!
•: ' -1.G2 -1.31*
3 1.17 -1.R5
'i 2 .57 -1.50
5 - 3 . 9 3 -1.20
li 5.01 -l.'J2
7 3 .G3 -0.1G
'(.93 0 . 9 7
T ' 3 .02 1.39
ill "2 .30 1.73
11 1.10 1.99
12 -1.1*0 l.U/
13 -20.08 -O. l*a
GUPPL!:;.niTAL JAVA
CELL 1 front CELL 2
-12.38 -!i8.l*5 3.01*
101*0.58 - G R 7 . 0 U 7.GI*
-2l»!|.5n -G'Hi.Sr, l.'lS
-I*3G.G5 -5S2 .20 -0.52
- 2 2 7 . 5  - i tUU.05 -15.2't
-51.31* -1*27.79 -16.51*
-2n.U -113.77 -17.05
5 G . 5 1 313.92 -15.63
227.17 U C 3 . 3 5 -9.01
1*07.32 G 2 3 . 0 9 1.3G
lGo.33 731. JS 0.10
lllu. -5 712. CC 3 .27
3 . 2 5 23 .2U 3 .35
roar
2/\= U 3 . G U 71*. 33
corrt iction shear f low 2 G . 2 5 1.1*3
0 ,Iuo to torsion 7 .90 1.92
f.Y } slienr centar= U C 7 . U 5
sun :!.\*,|-1.32BI- + ')3
Vnrt ic . i l irihnlancn= i l .OO





PREPARED BY ,££ D/TE L O C K H E E D - C A L 1 F O R N 1 A C O M P A N Y
/2 -^ >^T r S^f }/'7S A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
CHECKED T
E
CKSE. 3. CYCUC L_O/\DS.
WINDMILL STA 653
SX Ib SZ Ib MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb
0 -110 -3080 120 -30
CALCULATED DATA
XBAR ZBAR Elxx Elzz Elxz
0.88 -0.01 5.08E+07 1.06E+09 1.72E+07
GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS .q
1 -17.96 -0.1*9 -16.1*2 -117 26
2 0.07 -1.51 -31*5.81* -922.23
3 0.98 -1.1*1* -231.10 -888.86
U 2 .20 -1.32 -331:28 -828.20
5 3.5U -1.16 -93.05 -7l*i».39
6 i».i*6 -0.85 -70.62 -56U.9U
7 5.00 -0.07 -13.06 -95.31*
8 i*.l*0 0.71 t»8.2(* 385 .88
9 3.1*9 1.20 86.70 693.62
10 2 . 2 5 1.1*1* 3U0.98 852.1*1*
11 0 .98 1.57 21*5.59 9l*l».56
12 0.10 1.62 368.99 983.98
13 -17.96 -0.17 10.87 77.66
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A- 18.25 67.71*
correction shear flow 2U.85 1.18
Q due to torsion 8.87 2.98
MY Q shear center- 363.99
sum 2A*n=-6. 8 2 7 E + 0 2
Ve r t i ca l imbalance- -0.00
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T MODEL
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27»53
CASE 3 CYCLIC UOADS
W1MOM)U-STA 697





MX In-lb MY In-lb MZ In-lb
-1290 10 0
El xx Elzz Elxz
2.7UE+07 7.98E+08 1.17E+07
GRID PT X-XBAR Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q In-lb
1 -15.51* -0.1*0 -11.59 -82.77 1.96
2 0.1*5 -1.17 -209. U -558.1*2 -7.78
3 1.28 -1.05 -131.92 -507.37 6.06
i» 2 .27 -1.09 -133.30 -533.18 -0.11*
5 3 .23 -0.92 -57.l»2 -l»59.36 -2.81
6 l».15 -0.69 -35.68 -356.85 -l».l»7
7 l».63 -0.15 -10.l»5 -101*. 50 -l».95
8 l».15 0.53 27.60 220.80 -3.67
9 3.23 0.96 53 .85 1*30.79 -1.16
10 2.25 1.13 129.52 518.09 l».86
11 1.33 1.21 1U6.21 562 .36 -8.32
12 O.U5 1.28 225.61 601.61 2.17
13 -15.5U -0.12 6.97 U9.80 2.50
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
2A-
CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
11.70 1*7.67
correctlon shear f low 17.99 0.93
Q due to torsion
MY Q shear center-
sum 2A*q=-3.200E+02
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FATIOUE 0 STA 187.5
INPUT DATA







































































0 . 5 7
0 . 5 7
0.32_
5./-9S





O . O l i
0 .25
0.25






O . O l t
O . O l i

















E l x x E l z z E l x z
























































































CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
2A° 530.39 579.38
correction shear flow -0.27 -0.06
0 due to torsion -0.05 -0.02
LATERAL LOCATION OF SHEAR CENTER AHEAD OF MID SPAR- 13.33







PREPARED BY /y DATE
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T




-1 1 1M C} N'M 1 I PL_MZ»F Cl_1"7OS.




FATIGUE Q STA 187.5







E lxx E lzz Elxz
-1.22 -0.15 8.83E+09
































LOAD STRESS q In-lb
It8 2i t2.7U 758 .55 -22.07
10 771.77 Ht56.1C -18.85
80 11311.79 21U.11 -9.35
i»7 3901.51 2268 .32 -It2.l(6
Git 6330.02 2200 .72 25 .52
09 55ltit.3it 1738. OU 93.12
23 Ht33.32 1H|6.6G 113.70
23 -291.90 -189.55 117.97
80 -1897.38 -1517.90 102. 45
59 -5368.1(6 -2010.66 51.31
76 -6888 .72 -2296. 2i( -22.51
It5 -3C89 .60 -2U5.11 5.0l»
It5 -1012. Ii9 -1776.30 -8 .77
35 -338.1(1 -593.71 -17.99





correction shear f low -76.15





MY Q shear center" -11100.75
sum 2A*q = 8.6814E+OU
Vert ica l Imbalance" 0.00








PREPARED BY ,. DATE
CHECKED
APPROVED
L O C K H E E D - C A L I F O R N I A C O M P A N Y
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T































SZ Ib MX In-lb MY
-280 -62850
DATA

























80 -873 .U8 -161*8.07
1*7 -179i(.70 -101*3.1*3
61* -11*68.58 -521*. 1*9
09 51(2.59 170.09






























shear flow 6 .88
Q due to torsion >».02





sum 2A«q — 7.9I»7E+03
Vert ical Imbalance" 0.00
q @ ml d spar» -8.6J
PREPARED BY xy





C^^^ 3> M 1-
STA 81.5 Rl
SX 11)
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El xx El zz El xz
0.15 1.
X-XBAR
- 3 7 . 2 3












- 2 9 . 3 3
3 7 . 2 3
66E+1Q U.23E+10 U .33E+08
Z-ZBAR LOAD STRESS q in-lb
"2 .63 0 .00 0 .00 - 7 8 7 . 8 3
-5 .81 0 .00 0 .00 -96'*. 51*
-10.03 0 .00 0 .00 -961*. 32
-10.93 0.00 0.00 -21U9.71
-10.89 0 .00 0 .00 -1(71.56
-8 .60 0 .00 0 .00 1U65.02
-5 .U3 0 .00 0 . 0 0 1997.51
-0 .05 0 .00 0 .00 251(7. Ik
5 - 3 5 0 .00 0 .00 2528 .1 *6
3 . 7 3 0 .00 0 .00 1596.21
10.65 0 .00 0 .00 135.81
10.23 0 .00 0 .00 1010.35
8 . 6 9 0 .00 0 .00 51*6.56
3.1*1 0 .00 o . O O 66.31




CELL 1 front CELL 2 rear
6 9 7 . 7 3 8 6 7 . 5 0
shear f low ******* -i*03.i*0




. 5 7 5 E + O G
27
2 9 3 3 U .
.67 11.56
69
V e r t i c a l imbalance= 0.00
q @ mid spar= 1959 .66
*U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1978-740-094/1387
*^ U>U
-7* i.n
*1MA]
